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PART 7

TRANSITION

§ 9-701. Effective Date.

This [Act] takes effect on July 1, 2001.

Official Comment

A uniform law as complex as Article 9
necessarily gives rise to difficult problems
and uncertainties during the transition to
the new law. As is customary for uniform
laws, this Article is based on the general
assumption that all States will have enacted
substantially identical versions. While al-
ways important, uniformity is essential to
the success of this Article. If former Article 9
is in effect in some jurisdictions, and this
Article is in effect in others, horrendous
complications may arise. For example, the
proper place in which to file to perfect a
security interest (and thus the status of a
particular security interest as perfected or
unperfected) would depend on whether the
matter was litigated in a State in which
former Article 9 was in effect or a State in
which this Article was in effect. Accordingly,
this section contemplates that States will

adopt a uniform effective date for this Arti-
cle. Any one State's failure to adopt the
uniform effective date will greatly increase
the cost and uncertainty surrounding the
transition.

Other problems arise from transactions
and relationships that were entered into un-
der former Article 9 or under non-UCC law
and which remain outstanding on the effec-
five date of this Article. The difficulties arise
primarily because this Article expands the
scope of former Article 9 to cover additional
types of collateral and transactions and be-
cause it provides new methods of perfection
for some types of collateral, different priority
rules, and different choice-of-law rules gov-
erning perfection and priority. This Section
and the other sections in this Part address
primarily this second set of problems.

§ 9-702. Savings Clause.

(a) [Pre-effective-date transactions or liens.] Except as otherwise provid-
ed in this part, this [Act] applies to a transaction or lien within its scope, even if
the transaction or lien was entered into or created before this [Act] takes effect.

(b) [Continuing validity.] Except as otherwise provided in subsection (c)
and Sections 9-703 through 9-709:

(1) transactions and liens that were not governed by [former Article 9], were
validly entered into or created before this [Act] takes effect, and would be
subject to this [Act] if they had been entered into or created after this [Act]
takes effect, and the rights, duties, and interests flowing from those
transactions and liens remain valid after this [Act] takes effect; and

(2) the transactions and liens may be terminated, completed, consummated,
and enforced as required or permitted by this [Act] or by the law that
otherwise would apply if this [Act] had not taken effect..

(c) [Pre-effective-date proceedings.] This [Act] does not affect an action,
case, or proceeding commenced before this [Act] takes effect.
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Official Comment

1. Pre-Effective-Date Transactions.
Subsection (a) contains the general rule that
this Article applies to transactions, security
interests, and other liens within its scope
(see Section 9-109), even if the transaction
or lien was entered into or created before the
effective date. Thus, secured transactions
entered into under former Article 9 must be
terminated, completed, consummated, and
enforced under this Article. Subsection (b) is
an exception to the general rule. It applies to
valid, pre-effective-date transactions and
liens that were not governed by former Arti-
cle 9 but would be governed by this Article if
they had been entered into or created after
this Article takes effect. Under subsection

(b), these valid transactions, such as the
creation of agricultural liens and security
interests in commercial tort claims, retain
their validity under this Article and may be
terminated, completed, consummated, and
enforced under this Article. However, these
transactions also may be terminated, com-
pleted, consummated, and enforced by the
law that otherwise would apply had this
Article not taken effect.

2. Judicial Proceedings Commenced
Before Effective Date. As is usual in tran-
sition provisions, subsection. (c) provides that
this Article does not affect litigation pending
on the effective date.

§ 9-703. Security Interest Perfected Before Effective Date.

(a) {Continuing priority over lien creditor: perfection requirements
satisfied.] A security interest that is enforceable immediately before this [Act]
takes effect and would have priority over the rights of a person that becomes a lien
creditor at that time is a perfected security interest under this [Act] if, when this
[Act] takes effect, the applicable requirements for enforceability and perfection
under this [Act] are satisfied without further action.

(b) [Continuing priority over lien creditor: perfection requirements
not satisfied.] Except as otherwise provided in Section 9-705, if, immediately
before this [Act] takes effect, a security interest is enforceable and would have
priority over the rights of a person that becomes a lien creditor at that time, but
the applicable requirements for enforceability or perfection under this [Act] are not
satisfied when this [Act] takes effect, the security interest:

(1) is a perfected security interest for one year after this [Act] takes effect;
(2) remains enforceable thereafter only if the security interest becomes en-

forceable under Section 9-203 before the year expires; and
(3) remains perfected thereafter only if the applicable requirements for perfec-

tion under this [Act] are satisfied before the year expires.

Official Comment

1. Perfected Security Interests Un-
der Former Article 9 and This Article.
This section deals with security interests
that are perfected (i.e., that are enforceable
and have priority over the rights of a lien
creditor) under former Article 9 or other
applicable law immediately before this Arti-
cle takes effect. Subsection (a) provides, not
surprisingly, that if the security interest
would be a perfected security interest under
this Article (i.e., if the transaction satisfies

this Article's requirements for enforceability
(attachment) and perfection), no further ac-
tion need be taken for the security interest
to be a perfected security interest.

2. Security Interests Enforceable
and Perfected Under Former Article 9
but Unenforceable or Unperfected Un-
der This Article. Subsection (b) deals with
security interests that are enforceable and
perfected under former Article 9 or other
applicable law immediately before this Arti-
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cle takes effect but do not satisfy the re-
quirements for enforceability (attachment)
or perfection under this Article. Except as
otherwise provided in Section 9-705, these
security interests are perfected security in-
terests for one year after the effective date.
If the security interest satisfies the require-
ments for attachment and perfection within
that period, the security interest remains
perfected thereafter. If the security interest
satisfies only the requirements for attach-
ment within that period, the security inter-
est becomes unperfected at the end of the
one-year period.

Example 1: A pre-effective-date security
agreement in a consumer transaction cov-
ers "all securities accounts." The security
interest is properly perfected. The collater-
al description was adequate under former
Article 9 (see former Section 9-115(3)) but
is insufficient under this Article (see Sec-
tion 9-108(e)(2)). Unless the debtor au-
thenticates a new security agreement de-
scribing the collateral other than by
"type" (or Section 9-203(b)(3) otherwise
is satisfied) within the one-year period fol-
lowing the effective date, the security in-
terest becomes unenforceable at the end of
that period.

Other examples under former Article 9 or
other applicable law that may be effective as
attachment or enforceability steps but may
be ineffective under this Article include an
oral agreement to sell a payment intangible
or possession by virtue of a notification to a
bailee under former Section 9-305. Neither
the oral agreement nor the notification
would satisfy the revised Section 9-203 re-
quirements for attachment.

Example 2: A pre-effective-date possesso-
ry security interest in instruments is per-
fected by a bailee's receipt of notification
under former 9-305. The bailee has not,
however, acknowledged that it holds for

the secured party's benefit under revised
Section 9-313. Unless the bailee authenti-
cates a record acknowledging that it holds
for the secured party (or another appropri-
ate perfection step is taken) within the
one-year period following the effective
date, the security interest becomes unper-
fected at the end of that period.
3. Interpretation of Pre-Effective-

Date Security Agreements. Section 9-102
defines "security agreement" as "an agree-
ment that creates or provides for a security
interest." Under Section 1-201(3), an
"agreement" is a "bargain of the parties in
fact." If parties to a pre-effective-date securi-
ty agreement describe the collateral by using
a term defined in former Article 9 in one
way and defined in this Article in another
way, in most cases it should be presumed
that the bargain of the parties contemplated
the meaning of the term under former Arti-
cle 9.

Example 3: A pre-effective-date security
agreement covers "all accounts" of a debt-
or. As defined under former Article 9, an
"account" did not include a right to pay-
ment for lottery winnings. These rights to
payment are "accounts" under this Arti-
cle, however. The agreement of the parties
presumptively created a security interest
in "accounts" as defined in former Article
9. A different result might be appropriate,
for example, if the security agreement ex-
plicitly contemplated future changes in the
Article 9 definitions of types of collateral—
e.g., " 'Accounts' means 'accounts' as de-
fined in the UCC Article 9 of [State X], as
that definition may be amended from time
to time." Whether a different approach is
appropriate in any given case depends on
the bargain of the parties, as determined
by applying ordinary principles of contract
construction.

§ 9-704. Security Interest Unperfected Before Effective Date.

A security interest that is enforceable immediately before this [Act] takes
effect but which would be subordinate to the rights of a person that becomes a lien
creditor at that time:

(1) remains an enforceable security interest for one year after this [Act] takes
effect;

(2) remains enforceable thereafter if the security interest becomes enforceable
under Section 9-203 when this [Act] takes effect or within one year thereafter; and
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(3) becomes perfected:

(A) without further action, when this [Act] takes effect if the applicable
requirements for perfection under this [Act] are satisfied before or at that
time; or

(B) when the applicable requirements for perfection are satisfied if the re-
quirements are satisfied after that time.

Official Comment

This section deals with security interests
that are enforceable but unperfected (i.e.,
subordinate to the rights of a person who
becomes a lien creditor) under former Article
9 or other applicable law immediately before
this Article takes effect. These security in-
terests remain enforceable for one year after
the effective date, and thereafter if the ap-
propriate steps for attachment under this
Article are taken before the one-year period
expires. (This section's treatment of enforce-
ability is the same as that of Section 9-703.)
The security interest becomes a perfected
security interest on the effective date if, at
that time, the security interest satisfies the
requirements for perfection under this Arti-
cle. If the security interest does not satisfy
the requirements for perfection until some-

time thereafter, it becomes a perfected secu-
rity interest at that later time.

Example: A security interest has at-
tached under former Article 9 but is un-
perfected because the filed financing state-
ment covers "all of debtor's personal
property" and controlling case law in the
applicable jurisdiction has determined
that this identification of collateral in a fi-
nancing statement is insufficient. Upon
the effective date of this Article, the fi-
nancing statement becomes sufficient un-
der Section 9-504(2). On that date the-
security interest becomes perfected. (This
assumes, of course, that the financing
statement is filed in the proper filing of-
fice under this Article.)

§ 9-705. Effectiveness of Action Taken Before Effective Date.
(a) [Pre-effective-date action; one-year perfection period unless reper-

fected.] If action, other than the filing of a financing statement, is taken before
this [Act] takes effect and the action would have resulted in priority of a security
interest over the rights of a person that becomes a lien creditor had the security
interest become enforceable before this [Act] takes effect, the action is effective to
perfect a security interest that attaches under this [Act] within one year after this
[Act] takes effect. An attached security interest becomes unperfected one year after
this [Act] takes effect unless the security interest becomes a perfected security
interest under this [Act] before the expiration of that period.

(b) [Pre-effective-date filing.] The filing of a financing statement before
this [Act] takes effect is effective to perfect a security interest to the extent the
filing would satisfy the applicable requirements for perfection under this [Act].

(c) [Pre-effective-date filing in jurisdiction formerly governing perfec-
tion.] This [Act] does not render ineffective an effective financing statement that,
before this [Act] takes effect, is filed and satisfies the applicable requirements for
perfection under the law of the jurisdiction governing perfection as provided in
[former Section 9-103]. However, except as otherwise provided in subsections (d)
and (e) and Section 9-706, the financing statement ceases to be effective at the
earlier of:

(1) the time the financing statement would have ceased to be effective under
the law of the jurisdiction in which it is filed; or
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(2) June 30, 2006.
(d) [Continuation statement.] The filing of a continuation statement after

this [Act] takes effect does not continue the effectiveness of the financing state-
ment filed before this [Act] takes effect. However, upon the timely filing of a
continuation statement after this [Act] takes effect and in accordance with the law
of the jurisdiction governing perfection as provided in Part 3, the effectiveness of a
financing statement filed in the same office in that jurisdiction before this [Act]
takes effect continues for the period provided by the law of that jurisdiction.

(e) [Application of subsection (c)(2) to transmitting utility financing
statement.] Subsection (c)(2) applies to a financing statement that, before this
[Act] takes effect, is filed against a transmitting utility and satisfies the applicable
requirements for perfection under the law of the jurisdiction governing perfection
as provided in [former Section 9-103] only to the extent that Part 3 provides that
the law of a jurisdiction other than the jurisdiction in which the financing
statement is filed governs perfection of a security interest in collateral covered by
the financing statement.

(f) [Application of Part 5.] A financing statement that includes a financing
statement filed before this [Act] takes effect and a continuation statement filed
after this [Act] takes effect is effective only to the extent that it satisfies the
requirements of Part 5 for an initial financing statement.

Official Comment

1. General. This section addresses pri-
marily the situation in which the perfection
step is taken under former Article 9 or other
applicable law before the effective date of
this Article, but the security interest does
not attach until after that date.

2. Perfection Other Than by Filing.
Subsection (a) applies when the perfection
step is a step other than the filing of a
financing statement. If the step that would
be a valid perfection step under former Arti-
cle 9 or other law is taken before this Arti-
cle takes effect, and if a security interest at-
taches within one year after this Article
takes effect, then the security interest be-
comes a perfected security interest upon at-
tachment. However, the security interest
becomes unperfected one year after the ef-
fective date unless the requirements for at-
tachment and perfection under this Article
are satisfied within that period.

3. Perfection by Filing: Ineffective
Filings Made Effective. Subsection (b)
deals with financing statements that were
filed under former Article 9 and which would
not have perfected a security interest under
the former Article (because, e.g., they did
not accurately describe the collateral or were

filed in the wrong place), but which would
perfect a security interest under this Article.
Under subsection (b), such a financing state-
ment is effective to perfect a security inter-
est to the extent it complies with this Arti-
cle. Subsection (b) applies regardless of the
reason for the filing. For example, a secured
party need not wait until the effective date
to respond to the change this Article makes
with respect to the jurisdiction whose law
governs perfection of certain security inter-
ests. Rather, a secured party may wish to
prepare for this change by filing a financing
statement before the effective date in the
jurisdiction whose law governs perfection
under this Article. When this Article takes
effect, the filing becomes effective to perfect
a security interest (assuming the filing satis-
fies the perfection requirements of this Arti-
cle). Note, however, that Section 9-706 de-
termines whether a financing statement
filed before the effective date operates to
continue the effectiveness of a financing
statement filed in another office before the
effective date.

4. Perfection by Filing: Change in
Applicable Law or Filing Office. Subsec-
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tion (c) provides that a financing statement
filed in the proper jurisdiction under former
Section 9-103 remains effective for all pur-
poses, despite the fact that this Article would
require filing of a financing statement in a
different jurisdiction or in a different office
in the same jurisdiction. This means that,
during the early years of this Article's effec-
tiveness, it may be necessary to search not
only in the filing office of the jurisdiction
whose law governs perfection under this Ar-
ticle but also (if different) in the jurisdic-
tion(s) and filing office(s) designated by Arti-
cle 9. To limit this burden, subsection (c)
provides that a fmancing statement filed in
the jurisdiction determined by former Sec-
tion 9-103 becomes ineffective at the earlier
of the time it would become ineffective un-
der the law of that jurisdiction or June 30,
2006. The June 30, 2006, limitation address-
es some nonuniform versions of former Arti-
cle 9 that extended the effectiveness of a
fmancing statement beyond five years. Note
that a financing statement filed before the
effective date may remain effective beyond
June 30, 2006, if subsection (d) (concerning
continuation statements) or (e) (concerning
transmitting utilities) or Section 9-706 (con-
cerning initial financing statements that op-
erate to continue pre-effective-date financing
statements) so provides.

Subsection (c) is an exception to Section
9-703(b). Under the general rule in Section
9-703(b), a security interest that is enforce-
able and perfected on the effective date of
this Article is a perfected security interest
for one year after this Article takes effect,
even if the security interest is not enforce-
able under this Article and the applicable
requirements for perfection under this Arti-
cle have not been met. However, in some
cases subsection (c) may shorten the one-
year period of perfection; in others, if the
security interest is enforceable under Sec-
tion 9-203, it may extend the period of per-
fection.

Example 1: On July 3, 1996, D, a State X
corporation, creates a security interest in
certain manufacturing equipment located
in State Y. On July 6, 1996, SP perfects a
security interest in the equipment under
former Article 9 by filing in the office of
the State Y Secretary of State. See former

Section 9-103(1)(b). This Article takes ef-
fect in States X and Y on July 1, 2001.
Under Section 9-705(c), the financing
statement remains effective until it lapses
in July 2001. See former Section 9-403.
Had SP continued the effectiveness of the
financing statement by filing a continua-
tion statement in State Y under former
Article 9 before July 1, 2001, the financing
statement would have remained effective
to perfect the security interest through
June 30, 2006. See subsection (c)(2). Alter-
natively, SP could have filed an initial
financing statement in State X under sub-
section (b) or Section 9-706 before the
State Y financing statement lapsed. Had
SP done so, the security interest would
have remained perfected without interrup-
tion until the State X financing statement
lapsed.
5. Continuing Effectiveness of Filed

Financing Statement. A financing state-
ment filed before the effective date of this
Article may be continued only by filing i

 State and office designated by this Arti-
cle. This result is accomplished in the follow-
ing manner: Subsection (d) indicates that, as
a general matter, a continuation statement
filed after the effective date of this Article
does not continue the effectiveness of a fi-
nancing statement filed under the law desig-
nated by former Section 9-103. Instead, an
initial financing statement must be filed un-
der Section 9-706. The second sentence of
subsection (d) contains an exception to the
general rule. It provides that a continuation
statement is effective to continue the effec-
tiveness of a financing statement filed before
this Article takes effect if this Article pre-
scribes not only the same jurisdiction but
also the same filing office.

Example 2: On November 8, 2000, D, a
State X corporation, creates a security in-
terest in certain manufacturing equipment
located in State Y. On November 15, 2000,
SP perfects a security interest in the
equipment under former Article 9 by filing
in office of the State Y Secretary of State.
See former Section 9-103(1)(b). This Arti-
cle takes effect in States X and Y on July
1, 2001. Under Section 9-705(c), the fi-
nancing statement ceases to be effective in
November, 2005, when it lapses. See Sec-
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tion 9-515. Under this Article, the law of
D's location (State X, see Section 9-307)
governs perfection. See Section 9-301.
Thus, the filing of a continuation state-
ment in State Y after the effective date
would not continue the effectiveness of the
fmancing statement. See subsection (d).
However, the effectiveness of the financ-
ing statement could be continued under
Section 9-706.
Example 3: The facts are as in Example
2, except that D is a State Y corporation.
Assume State Y adopted former Section 9-
401(1) (second alternative). State Y law
governs perfection under Part 3 of this
Article. (See Sections 9-301, 9-307.) Un-
der the second sentence of subsection (d),
the timely filing of a continuation state-
ment in accordance with the law of State
Y continues the effectiveness of the financ-
ing statement.
Example 4: The facts are as in Example
3, except that the collateral is equipment
used in farming operations and, in accor-
dance with former Section 9-401(1) (sec-
ond alternative) as enacted in State Y, the
financing statement was filed in State Y,
in the office of the Shelby County Record-
er of Deeds. Under this Article, a continu-
ation statement must be filed in the office
of the State Y Secretary of State. See
Section 9-501(a)(2). Under the second sen-
tence of subsection (d), the timely filing of
a continuation statement in accordance
with the law of State Y operates to contin-
ue a pre-effective-date financing statement
only if the continuation statement is filed
in the same office as the financing state-
ment. Accordingly, the continuation state-
ment is not effective in this case, but the
financing statement may be continued un-
der Section 9-706.
Example 5: The facts are as in Example
3, except that State Y enacted former Sec-
tion 9-401(1) (third alternative). As re-
quired by former Section 9-401(1), SP
filed financing statements in both the of-
fice of the State Y Secretary of State and
the office of the Shelby County Recorder
of Deeds. Under this Article, a continua-
tion statement must be filed in the office
of the State Y Secretary of State. See
Section 9-501(a)(2). The timely filing of a

continuation statement in that office after
this Article takes effect would be effective
to continue the effectiveness of the Cumm-
ing statement (and thus continue the per-
fection of the security interest), even if the
financing statement filed with the County
Recorder lapses.

6. Continuation Statements. In some
cases, this Article reclassifies collateral cov-
ered by a financing statement filed under
former Article 9. For example, collateral con-
sisting of the right to payment for real prop-
erty sold would be a "general intangible"
under the former Article but an "account"
under this Article. To continue perfection
under those circumstances, a continuation
statement must comply with the normal re-
quirements for a continuation statement.
See Section 9-515. In addition, the pre-effec-
tive-date financing statement and continua-
tion statement, taken together, must satisfy
the requirements of this Article concerning
the sufficiency of the debtor's name, secured
party's name, and indication of collateral.
See subsection (f).

Example 6: A pre-effective-date financ-
ing statement covers "all general intangi-
bles" of a debtor. As defined under for-
mer Article 9, a "general intangible,"
would include rights to payment for lot-
tery winnings. These rights to payment
are "accounts" under this Article, howev-
er. A post-effective-date continuation
statement will not continue the effective-
ness of the pre-effective-date financing
statement with respect to lottery win-
nings unless it amends the indication of
collateral covered to include lottery win-
nings (e.g., by adding "accounts," "rights
to payment for lottery winnings," or the
like). If the continuation statement does
not amend the indication of collateral, the
continuation statement will be effective to
continue the effectiveness of the financing
statement only with respect to "general
intangibles" as defined in this Article.

Example 7: The facts are as in Example
6, except that the pre-effective-date fi-
nancing statement covers "all accounts
and general intangibles." Even though
rights to payment for lottery winnings are
"general intangibles" under former Arti-
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cle 9 and "accounts" under this Article, a
post-effective-date continuation statement
would continue the effectiveness of the
pre-effective-date financing statement
with respect to lottery winnings. There

would be no need to amend the indication
of collateral covered, inasmuch as the indi-
cation ("accounts") satisfies the require-
ments of this Article.

9-706. When Initial Financing Statement Suffices to Continue Ef-
fectiveness of Financing Statement.

(a) [Initial financing statement in lieu of continuation statement.] The
filing of an initial financing statement in the office specified in Section 9-501
continues the effectiveness of a financing statement filed before this [Act] takes
effect if:

(1) the filing of an initial financing statement in that office would be effective
to perfect a security interest under this [Act];

(2) the pre-effective-date financing statement was filed in an office in another
State or another office in this State; and

(3) the initial financing statement satisfies subsection (c).

(b) [Period of continued effectiveness.] The filing of an initial financing
statement under subsection (a) continues the effectiveness of the pre-effective-date
financing statement:

(1) if the initial financing statement is filed before this [Act] takes effect, for
the period provided in [former Section 9-403] with respect to a financing
statement; and

(2) if the initial financing statement is filed after this [Act] takes effect, for the
period provided in Section 9-515 with respect to an initial financing
statement.

(c) [Requirements for initial financing statement under subsection
(a).] To be effective for purposes of subsection (a), an initial financing statement
must:

(1) satisfy the requirements of Part 5 for an initial financing statement;

(2) identify the pre-effective-date financing statement by indicating the office
in which the financing statement was filed and providing the dates of filing
and file numbers, if any, of the financing statement and of the most recent
continuation statement filed with respect to the financing statement; and

(3) indicate that the pre-effective-date financing statement remains effective.

Official Comment

1. Continuation of Financing State-
ments Not Filed in Proper Filing Office
Under This Article. This section deals
with continuing the effectiveness of financ-
ing statements that are filed in the proper
State and office under former Article 9, but
which would be filed in the wrong State or
in the wrong office of the proper State under
this Article. Section 9-705(d) provides that,

under these circumstances, filing a continua-
tion statement after the effective date of this
Article in the office designated by former
Article 9 would not be effective. This section
provides the means by which the effective-
ness of such a financing statement can be
continued if this Article governs perfection
under the applicable choice-of-law rule: filing
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an initial financing statement in the office
specified by Section 9-501.

Although it has the effect of continuing
the effectiveness of a pre-effective-date fi-
nancing statement, an initial financing state-
ment described in this section is not a con-
tinuation statement. Rather, it is governed
by the rules applicable to initial financing
statements. (However, the debtor need not
authorize the filing. See Section 9-707.) Un-
like a continuation statement, the initial fi-
nancing statement described in this section
may be filed any time during the effective-
ness of the pre-effective-date financing state-
ment—even before this Article is enacted—
and not only within the six months immedi-
ately prior to lapse. In contrast to a continu-
ation statement, which extends the lapse
date of a filed financing statement for five
years, the initial financing statement has its
own lapse date, which bears no relation to
the lapse date of the pre-effective-date fi-
nancing statement whose effectiveness the
initial financing statement continues. See
subsection (b).

As subsection (a) makes clear, the filing of
an initial financing statement under this sec-
tion continues the effectiveness of a pre-
effective-date financing statement. If the ef-
fectiveness of a pre-effective-date financing
statement lapses before the initial financing
statement is filed, the effectiveness of the
pre-effective-date financing statement can-
not be continued. Rather, unless the security
interest is perfected otherwise, there will be
a period during which the security interest is
unperfected before becoming perfected again
by the filing of the initial financing state-
ment under this section.

If an initial financing statement is filed
under this section before the effective date of
this Article, it takes effect when this Article
takes effect (assuming that it is ineffective
under former Article 9). Note, however, that

former Article 9 determines whether the fil-
ing office is obligated to accept such an ini-
tial financing statement. For the reason giv-
en in the preceding paragraph, an initial
financing statement filed before the effective
date of this Article does not continue the
effectiveness of a pre-effective-date financing
statement unless the latter remains effective
on the effective date of this Article. Thus, for
example, if the effectiveness of the pre-effec-
tive-date financing statement • lapses before
this Article takes effect, the initial financing
statement would not continue its effective-
ness.

2. Requirements of Initial Financing
Statement Filed in Lieu of Continua-
tion Statement. Subsection (c) sets forth
the requirements for the initial financing
statement under subsection (a). These re-
quirements are needed to inform searchers
that the initial financing statement operates
to continue a financing statement filed else-
where and to enable searchers to locate and
discover the attributes of the other financing
statement. A single initial financing state-
ment may continue the effectiveness of more
than one financing statement filed before
this Article's effective date. See Section 1-
102(5)(a) (words in the singular include the
plural). If a financing statement has been
filed in more than one office in a given
jurisdiction, as may be the case if the juris-
diction had adopted former Section 9-401(1),
third alternative, then an identification of
the filing in the central filing office suffices
for purposes of subsection (c)(2). If under
this Article the collateral is of a type differ-
ent from its type under former Article 9—as
would be the ease, e.g., with a right to pay-
ment of lottery winnings (a "general intangi-
ble" under former Article 9 and an "ac-
count" under this Article), then subsection
(c) requires that the initial financing state-
ment indicate the type under this Article.

9-707. Amendment of Pre-Effective-Date Financing Statement.
(a) ["Pre-effective-date financing statement".] In this section, "Pre-ef-

fective-date financing statement" means a financing statement filed before this
[Act] takes effect.

(b) [Applicable law.] After this [Act] takes effect, a person may add or delete
collateral covered by, continue or terminate the effectiveness of, or otherwise
amend the information provided in, a pre-effective-date financing statement only in
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accordance with the law of the jurisdiction governing perfection as provided in Part
3. However, the effectiveness of a pre-effective-date financing statement also may
be terminated in accordance with the law of the ,jurisdiction in which the financing
statement is filed.

(c) [Method of amending: general rule.] Except as otherwise provided in
subsection (d), if the law of this State governs perfection of a security interest, the
information in a pre-effective-date financing statement may be amended after this
[Act] takes effect only if:

(1) the pre-effective-date financing statement and an amendment are filed
in the office specified in Section 9-501;

(2) an amendment is filed in the office specified in Section 9-501 concur-
rently with, or after the filing in that office of, an initial financing statement
that satisfies Section 9-706(c); or

(3) an initial financing statement that provides the information as amend-
ed and satisfies Section 9-706(c) is filed in the office specified in Section 9-501.

(d) [Method of amending: continuation.] If the law of this State governs
perfection of a security interest, the effectiveness of a pre-effective-date financing
statement may be continued only under Section 9-705(d) and (f) or 9-706.

(e) [Method of amending: additional termination rule.] Whether or not
the law of this State governs perfection of a security interest, the effectiveness of a
pre-effective-date financing statement filed in this State may be terminated after
this [Act] takes effect by filing a termination statement in the office in which the
pre-effective-date financing statement is filed, unless an initial financing statement
that satisfies Section 9-706(c) has been filed in the office specified by the law of the
jurisdiction governing perfection as provided in Part 3 as the office in which to file
a financing statement.

Official Comment

1. Scope of This Section. This section
addresses post-effective-date amendments to
pre-effective-date financing statements.

2. Applicable Law. Determining how to
amend a pre-effective-date financing state-
ment requires one first to determine the
jurisdiction whose law applies. Subsection
(b) provides that, as a general matter, post-
effective-date amendments to pre-effective-
date financing statements are effective only
if they are accomplished in accordance with
the substantive (or local) law of the jurisdic-
tion governing perfection under Part 3 of
this Article. However, under certain circum-
stances, the effectiveness of a financing
statement may be terminated in accordance
with the substantive law of the jurisdiction
in which the financing statement is filed. See
Comment 5, below.

Example 1: D is a corporation organized
under the law of State Y. It owns equip-
ment located in State X. Under former
Article 9, SP properly perfected a security
interest in the equipment by filing a fi-
nancing statement in State X. Under this
Article, the law of State Y governs perfec-
tion of the security interest. See Sections
9-301, 9-307. After this Article takes ef-
fect, SP wishes to amend the financing
statement to reflect a change in D's name.
Under subsection (b), the financing state-
ment may be amended in accordance with
the law of State Y, i.e., in accordance with
subsection (c) as enacted in State Y.
Example 2: The facts are as in Example
1, except that SP wishes to terminate the
effectiveness of the State X filing. The
first sentence of subsection (b) provides
that the financing statement may be ter-
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minated after the effective date of this
Article in accordance with the law of State
Y, i.e., in accordance with subsection (c) as
enacted in State Y. However, the second
sentence provides that the financing state-
ment also may be terminated in accor-
dance with the law of the jurisdiction in
which it is filed, i.e., in accordance with
subsection (e) as enacted in State X. If the
pre-effective-date financing statement is
filed in the jurisdiction whose law governs
perfection (here, State Y), then both sen-
tences would designate the law of State Y
as applicable to the termination of the
fmancing statement. That is, the financing
statement could be terminated in accor-
dance with subsection (c) or (e) as enacted
in State Y.

3. Method of Amending. Subsection (c)
provides three methods of effectuating a
post-effective-date amendment to a pre-effec-
tive-date financing statement. Under subsec-
tion (c)(1), if the financing statement is filed
in the jurisdiction and office determined by
this Article, then an effective amendment
may be filed in the same office.

Example 3: D is a corporation organized
under the law of State Z. It owns equip-
ment located in State Z. Before the effec-
tive date of this Article, SP perfected a
security interest in the equipment by fil-
ing in two offices in State Z, a local filing
office and the office of the Secretary of
State. See former Section 9-401(1) (third
alternative). State Z enacts this Article
and specifies in Section 9-501 that a fi-
nancing statement covering equipment is
to be filed in the office of the Secretary of
State. SP wishes to assign its power as
secured party of record. Under subsection
(b), the substantive law of State Z applies.
Because the pre-effective-date fmancing
statement is filed in the office specified in
subsection (c)(1) as enacted by State Z, SP
may effectuate the assignment by filing an
amendment under Section 9-514 with the
office of the Secretary of State. SP need
not amend the local filing, and the priority
of the security interest perfected by the
filing of the financing statement would not
be affected by the failure to amend the
local filing.

If a pre-effective-date financing statement
is filed in an office other than the one speci-
fied by Section 9-501 of the relevant juris-
diction, then ordinarily an amendment filed
in that office is ineffective. (Subsection (e)
provides an exception for termination state-
ments.) Rather, the amendment must be ef-
fectuated by a filing in the jurisdiction and
office determined by this Article. That filing
may consist of an initial financing statement
followed by an amendment, an initial financ-
ing statement together with an amendment,
or an initial financing statement that indi-
cates the information provided in the financ-
ing statement, as amended. Subsection (c)(2)
encompasses the first two options; subsec-
tion (c)(3) contemplates the last. In each
instance, the initial financing statement
must satisfy Section 9-706(c).

4. Continuation. Subsection (d) refers
to the two methods by which a secured party
may continue the effectiveness of a pre-effec-
tive-date financing statement under this
Part. The Comments to Sections 9-705 and
9-706 explain these methods.

5. Termination. The effectiveness of a
pre-effective-date financing statement may
be terminated pursuant to subsection (c).
This section also provides an alternative
method for accomplishing this result: filing a
termination statement in the office in which
the financing statement is filed. The alterna-
tive method becomes unavailable once an
initial financing statement that relates to
the pre-effective-date financing statement
and satisfies Section 9-706(c) is filed in the
jurisdiction and office determined by this
Article.

Example 4: The facts are as in Example
1, except that SP wishes to terminate a
financing statement filed in State X. As
explained in Example 1, the financing
statement may be amended in accordance
with the law of the jurisdiction governing
perfection under this Article, i.e., in accor-
dance with the substantive law of State Y.
As enacted in State Y, subsection (c)(1) is
inapplicable because the fmancing state-
ment was not filed in the State Y filing
office specified in Section 9-501. Under
subsection (c)(2), the fmancing statement
may be amended by filing in the State Y
filing office an initial financing statement
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followed by a termination statement. The
filing of an initial financing statement to-
gether with a termination statement also
would be legally sufficient under subsec-
tion (c)(2), but Section 9-512(a)(1) may
render this method impractical. The fi-
nancing statement also may be amended
under subsection (c)(3), but the resulting
initial financing statement is likely to be
very confusing. In each instance, the ini-
tial financing statement must satisfy Sec-
tion 9-706(c). Applying the law of State Y,
subsection (e) is inapplicable, because the
financing statement was not filed in "this
State," i.e., State Y.
This section affords another option to SP.
Subsection (b) provides that the effective-
ness of a financing statement may be ter-

urinated either in accordance with the law
of the jurisdiction governing perfection
(here, State Y) or in accordance with the
substantive law of the jurisdiction in
which the financing statement is filed
(here, State X). Applying the law of State
X, the financing statement is filed in "this
State," i.e., State X, and subsection (e)
applies. Accordingly, the effectiveness of
the financing statement can be terminated
by filing a termination statement in the
State X office in which the financing state-
ment is filed, unless an initial financing
statement that relates to the financing
statement and satisfies Section 9-706(c) as
enacted in State X has been filed in the
jurisdiction and office determined by this
Article (here, the State Y filing office).

§ 9-708. Persons Entitled to File Initial Financing Statement or
Continuation Statement.

A person may file an initial financing statement or a continuation statement
under this part if:

(1) the secured party of record authorizes the filing; and

(2) the filing is necessary under this part:

(A) to continue the effectiveness of a financing statement filed before this
[Act] takes effect; or

(B) to perfect or continue the perfection of a security interest.

Official Comment

This section permits a secured party to file
an initial financing statement or continua-
tion statement necessary under this Part to
continue the effectiveness of a financing
statement filed before this Article takes ef-
fect or to perfect or otherwise continue the

perfection of a security interest. Because a
filing described in this section typically oper-
ates to continue the effectiveness of a financ-
ing statement whose filing the debtor al-
ready has authorized, this section does not
require authorization from the debtor.

§ 9-709. Priority.
(a) [Law governing priority.] This [Act] determines the priority of conflict-

ing claims to collateral. However, if the relative priorities of the claims were
established before this [Act] takes effect, [former Article 9] determines priority.

(b) [Priority if security interest becomes enforceable under Section 9-
203.] For purposes of Section 9-322(a), the priority of a security interest that
becomes enforceable under Section 9-203 of this [Act] dates from the time this
[Act] takes effect if the security interest is perfected under this [Act] by the filing
of a financing statement before this [Act] takes effect which would not have been
effective to perfect the security interest under [former Article 9]. This subsection
does not apply to conflicting security interests each of which is perfected by the
filing of such a financing statement.
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Official Comment

1. Law Governing Priority. Ordinari-
ly, this Article determines the priority of
conflicting claims to collateral. However,
when the relative priorities of the claims
were established before this Article takes
effect, former Article 9 governs.

Example 1: In 1999, SP-1 obtains a secu-
rity interest in a right to payment for
goods sold ("account"). SP-1 fails to file a
financing statement. This Article takes ef-
fect on July 1, 2001. Thereafter, on Au-
gust 1, 2001, D creates a security interest
in the same account in favor of SP-2, who
files a financing statement. This Article
determines the relative priorities of the
claims. SP-2's security interest has priori-
ty under Section 9-322(a)(1).
Example 2: In 1999, SP-1 obtains a secu-
rity interest in a right to payment for
goods sold ("account"). SP-1 fails to file a
financing statement. In 2000, D creates a
security interest in the same account in
favor of SP-2, who likewise fails to file a
financing statement. This Article takes ef-
fect on July 1, 2001. Because the relative
priorities of the security interests were
established before the effective date of this
Article, former Article 9 governs priority,
and SP-1's security interest has priority
under former Section 9-312(5)(b).
Example 3: The facts are as in Example
2, except that, on August 1, 2001, SP-2
files a proper financing statement under
this Article. Until August 1, 2001, the
relative priorities of the security interests
were established before the effective date
of this Article, as in Example 2. However,
by taking the affirmative step of filing a
financing statement, SP-2 established
anew the relative priority of the conflict-
ing claims after the effective date. Thus,
this Article determines priority. SP-2's se-
curity interest has priority under Section
9-322(a)(1).

As Example 3 illustrates, relative priorities
that are "established" before the effective
date do not necessarily remain unchanged
following the effective date. Of course, un-
like priority contests among unperfected se-
curity interests, some priorities are estab-
lished permanently, e.g., the rights of a

buyer of property who took free of a securi-
ty interest under former Article 9.

One consequence of the rule in subsection
(a) is that the mere taking effect of this
Article does not of itself adversely affect the
priority of conflicting claims to collateral.

Example 4: In 1999, SP-1 obtains a secu-
rity interest in a right to payment for
lottery winnings (a "general intangible"
as defined in former Article 9 but an "ac-
count" as defined in this Article). SP-1's
security interest is unperfected because its
filed financing statement covers only "ac-
counts." In 2000, D creates a security
interest in the same right to payment in
favor of SP-2, who files a financing state-
ment covering "accounts and general in-
tangibles." Before this Article takeS effect
on July 1, 2001, SP-2's perfected security
interest has priority over SP-1's unper-
fected security interest under former 9-
312(5). Because the relative priorities of
the security interests were established be-
fore the effective date of this Article, for-
mer Article 9 continues to govern priority
after this Article takes effect. Thus, SP-2's
priority is not adversely affected by this
Article's having taken effect.

Note that were this Article to govern priori-
ty, SP-2 would become subordinated to SP-1
under Section 9-322(a)(1), even though
nothing changes other than this Article's
having taken effect. Under Section 9-704,
SP-1's security interest would become per-
fected; the financing statement covering "ac-
counts" adequately covers the lottery win-
nings and complies with the other perfection
requirements of this Article, e.g., it is filed in
the proper office.

Example 5: In 1999, SP-1 obtains a secu-
rity interest in a right to payment for
lottery winnings—a "general intangible"
(as defined under-former Article 9). SP-1's
security interest is unperfected because its
filed financing statement covers only "ac-
counts." In 2000, D creates a security
interest in the sane right to payment in
favor of SP-2, who makes the same mis-
take and also files a financing statement
covering only "accounts." Before this Arti-
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cle takes effect on July 1, 2001, SP-1's
unperfected security interest has priority
over SP-2's unperfected security interest,
because SP-1's security interest was the
first to attach. See former Section 9-
312(5)(b). Because the relative priorities of
the security interests were established be-
fore the effective date of this Article, for-
mer Article 9 continues to govern priority
after this Article takes effect. Although
Section 9-704 makes both security inter-
ests perfected for purposes of this Article,
both are unperfected under former Article
9, which determines their relative priori-
ties.

2. Financing Statements Ineffective
Under Former Article 9 but Effective
Under This Article. If this Article deter-
mines priority, subsection (b) may apply. It
deals with the case in which a filing that
occurs before the effective date of this Arti-
cle would be ineffective to perfect a security
interest under former Article 9 but effective
under this Article. For purposes of Section
9-322(a), the priority of a security interest
that attaches after this Article takes effect
and is perfected in this manner dates from
the time this Article takes effect.

Example 6: In 1999, SP-1 obtains a secu-
rity interest in D's existing and after-ac-
quired instruments and files a financing
statement covering "instruments." In
2000, D grants a security interest in its
existing and after-acquired accounts in fa-
vor of SP-2, who files a financing state-
ment covering "accounts." After this Arti-
cle takes effect on July 1, 2001, one of D's
account debtors gives D a negotiable note

to evidence its obligation to pay an over-
due account. Under the first-to-file-or-per-
fect rule in Section 9-322(a), SP-1 would
have priority in the instrument, which
constitutes SP-2's proceeds. SP-1's filing
in 1999 was earlier than SP-2's in 2000.
However, subsection (b) provides that, for
purposes of Section 9-322(a), SP-1's prior-
ity dates from the time this Article takes
effect (July 1, 2001). Under Section 9-
322(b), SP-2's priority with respect to the
proceeds (instrument) dates from its filing
as to the original collateral (accounts). Ac-
cordingly, SP-2's security interest would
be senior.

Subsection (b) does not apply to conflicting
security interests each of which is perfected
by a pre-effective-date filing that was not
effective under former Article 9 but is effec-
tive under this Article.

Example 7: In 1999, SP-1 obtains a secu-
rity interest in D's existing and after-ac-
quired instruments and files a financing_
statement covering "instruments." In
2000, D grants a security interest in its
existing and after-acquired instruments in
favor of SP-2, who files a financing state-
ment covering "instruments." After this
Article takes effect on July 1, 2001, one of
D's account debtors gives D a negotiable
note to evidence its obligation to pay an
overdue account. Under the first-to-file-or-
perfect rule in Section 9-322(a), SP-1
would have priority in the instrument.
Both filings are effective under this Arti-
cle, see Section 9-705(b), and SP-1's filing
in 1999 was earlier than SP-2's in 2000.
Subsection (b) does not change this result.

APPENDIX I

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO OTHER ARTICLES
§ 1-105. Territorial Application of the Act; Parties' Power to Choose

Applicable Law.
* * *

(2) Where one of the following provisions of this Act specifies the applicable
law, that provision governs and a contrary agreement is effective only to the extent
permitted by the law (including the conflict of laws rules) so specified:

Rights of creditors against sold goods. Section 2-402.
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Applicability of the Article on Leases. Sections 2A-105 and 2A-106.
Applicability of the Article on Bank Deposits and Collections. Section 4-102.
Governing law in the Article on Funds Transfers. Section 4A-507.
Letters of Credit. Section 5-116.
Bulk sales subject to the Article on Bulk Sales. Section 6-103. [If a State

adopts the repealer of Article 6, then this item should be deleted.]
Applicability of the Article on Investment Securities. Section 8-110.

Law governing perfection, the effect of perfection or nonperfection, and the
priority of security interests and agricultural liens. Sections 9-301 through 9-307. 

Official Comment
* * *

6. Section 9 103 Sections 9-301 through
9-307 should be consulted as to the rules for

perfection of security interests and agricul-
tural liens arid-the-effeets, the effect of per-
fection and nonperfection, and priority.

1-201. General Definitions.
Subject to additional definitions contained in the subsequent Articles of this

Act which are applicable to specific Articles or Parts thereof, and unless the context
otherwise requires, in this Act:

* * *

(9) "Buyer in ordinary course of business" means a person who that buys
goods in good faith, and without knowledge that the sale to-hlin-is-in-3.4olation-of
violates the ownership rights or cocurity intoroct of a third party another person in
the goods, and buys in the ordinary course from a person, other than a pawnbro-
ker, in the business of selling goods of that kind
ker.
minohead chall bo doomod to be _poreonc A person buys goods in the ordinary
course if the sale to the person comports with the usual or customary practices in
the kind of business in which the seller is engaged or with the seller's own usual or 
customary practices. A person that sells oil, gas, or other minerals at the wellhead
or minehead is a person in the business of selling goods of that kind. "Buying" A
buyer in ordinary course of business may be buy for cask or by exchange of other
property, or on secured or unsecured credit, and includes-receiving may acquire
goods or documents of title under a pre-existing contract for sale but-does-not
include a tranefor in bulk or ae cocurity for or in total or partial satisfaction of a
money-debt. Only a buyer that takes possession of the goods or has a right to 
recover the goods from the seller under Article 2 may be a buyer in ordinary course 
of business. A person that acquires goods in a transfer in bulk or as security for or 
in total or partial satisfaction of a money debt is not a buyer in ordinary course of 
business. 

* * *

(32). "Purchase" includes taking by sale, discount, negotiation, mortgage,
pledge, lien, security interest, issue, or re-issue, gift, or any other voluntary
transaction creating an interest in property.

* * *
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(37) "Security interest" means an interest in personal property or fixtures

which secures payment or performance of an obligation. The-retention-er-rosenra-

• .	 •!.	 •! _	 •	 .L.t.

The
term also includes any interest of a consignor and a buyer of accounts, or chattel
paper, which a payment intangible, or a promissory note in a transaction that is
subject to Article 9. The special property interest of a buyer of goods on identifica-
tion of those goods to a contract for sale under Section 2-401 is not a "security
interest", but a buyer may also acquire a "security interest" by complying with
Article 9. Unlocc a consignment is intended as cocurity, rocorvation of title

• .
Except as otherwise

provided in Section 2-505, the right of a seller or lessor of goods under Article 2 or 
2A to retain or acquire possession of the goods is not a "security interest", but a
seller or lessor may also acquire a "security interest" by complying with Article 9. 
The retention or reservation of title by a seller of goods notwithstanding shipment
or delivery to the buyer (Section 2-401) is limited in effect to areservation of a
"security interest". 

* * *

Official Comment

* * *

9. "Buyer in Ordinary Course of Busi-
ness." From Section 1, Uniform Trust Re-
ceipts Act. The definition has been expanded
to make clear the type of person protected.
Its major significance lies in Section 2-403
and in the Article on Secured Transactions
(Article 9).

IA&

eagaged-in-aelling-goods-of-that-kincl,

The first sentence of paragraph (9) makes
clear that a buyer from a pawnbroker cannot
be a buyer in ordinary course of business. 
The second sentence tracks Section 6-
102(1)(m). It explains what it means to buy
"in the ordinary course." The penultimate
sentence prevents a buyer that does not
have the right to possession as against the

seller from being a buyer in ordinary course
of business. Concerning when a buyer ob-
tains possessory rights, see Sections 2-502
and 2-716. However, the penultimate sen-
tence is not intended to affect a buyer's
status as a buyer in ordinary course of busi-
ness in cases (such as a "drop shipment")
involving delivery by the seller to a person
buying from the buyer or a donee from the
buyer. The requirement relates to whether 
as against the seller the buyer or one taking
through the buyer has possessory rights.

* * *

32. "Purchase." Section 58, Uniform
Warehouse Receipts Act; Section 76, Uni-
form Sales Act; Section 53, Uniform Bills of
Lading Act; Section 22, Uniform Stock
Transfer Act; Section 1, Uniform Trust Re-
ceipts Act. Rephrased. With the addition of
taking "by ... security interest," the revised
definition makes explicit what formerly was
implicit. 

* * *

37. "Security Interest." See Section 1,
Uniform Trust Receipts Act. The—present

cle 9. Notice that in viow of tho Article, tho
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1 201(37) is being amended at the same

this-Act. The definition of "security inter-
est" was revised in connection with the pro-
mulgation of Article 2A and also to take
account of the expanded scope of Article 9 as
revised in the 1998 Official Text. It includes
the interest of a consignor and the interest
of a buyer of accounts, chattel paper, pay-

ment intangibles, or promissory notes. See
Section 9-109. It also makes clear that, with
certain exceptions, in rem rights of sellers
and lessors under Articles 2 and 2A are not
"security interests." Among the rights that
are not security interests are the right to
withhold delivery under Section 2-702(1), 2-
703(a), or 2A-525, the right to stop delivery
under Section 2-705 or 2A-526, and the
right to reclaim under Section 2-507(2) or 2-
702(2).

* * *

§ 2-103. Definitions and Index of Definitions.
* * *

(3) The following definitions in other Articles apply to this Article:

"Check". Section 3-104.

"Consignee". Section 7-102.

"Consignor". Section 7-102.

"Consumer goods". Section 9-109 9-102. 

"Dishonor". Section 3-507 3-502.

"Draft". Section 3-104.

* * *

§ 2-210. Delegation of Performance; Assignment of Rights.
* * *

(2) mess Except as otherwise provided in Section 9-406, unless otherwise
agreed, all rights of either seller or buyer can be assigned except where the
assignment would materially change the duty of the other party, or increase
materially the burden or risk imposed on him by his contract, or impair materially
his chance of obtaining return performance. A right to damages for breach of the
whole contract or a right arising out of the assignor's due performance of his entire
obligation can be assigned despite agreement otherwise.

(3) The creation, attachment, perfection, or enforcement of a security interest
in the seller's interest under a contract is not a transfer that materially changes
the duty of or increases materially the burden or risk imposed on the buyer or 
impairs materially the buyer's chance of obtaining return performance within the 
purview of subsection (2) unless, and then only to the extent that, enforcement
actually results in a delegation of material performance of the seller. Even in that 
event, the creation, attachment, perfection, and enforcement of the security inter-
est remain effective, but (i) the seller is liable to the buyer for damages caused by 
the delegation to the extent that the damages could not reasonably be prevented by
the buyer, and (ii) a court having jurisdiction may grant other appropriate relief, 
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including cancellation of the contract for sale or an injunction against enforcement
of the security interest or consummation of the enforcement. 

* * *

Legislative Note: Succeeding subsections must be renumbered.

Official Comment

3. Under subsection (2) rights which are
no longer executory such as a right to dam-
ages for breach or a right to payment of an
"accounf" as -1^fine-1 in the A TVeln-rv4- Sn-
Glixeci--Transastioas-4444,isle-94 may be as-
signed although the agreement prohibits
assignment. In such cases no question of
delegation of any performance is involved.

14

coction. Subsection (2) is subject to Section
9-406, which makes rights to payment for
goods sold ("accounts"), whether or not
earned, freely alienable notwithstanding a
contrary agreement or rule of law.

* * *

2-312. Warranty of Title and Against Infringement; Buyer's Obli-
gation Against Infringement.

* * *

Official Comment

* * *

5. Subsection (2) recognizes that sales by
sheriffs, executors, certain foreclosing lien-
ors and persons similarly situated are may
be so out of the ordinary commercial course
that their peculiar character is immediately
apparent to the buyer and therefore no per-
sonal obligation is imposed upon the seller
who is purporting to sell only an unknown
or limited right. This subsection does not
touch upon and leaves open all questions of
restitution arising in such cases, when a
unique article so sold is reclaimed by a third
party as the rightful owner.

Foreclosure sales under Article 9 are an-
other matter. Section 9-610 provides that a
disposition of collateral under that section
includes warranties such as those imposed
by this section on a voluntary disposition of
property of the kind involved. Consequently, 
unless properly excluded under subsection
(2) or under the special provisions for exclu-
sion in Section 9-610, a disposition under
Section 9-610 of collateral consisting of
goods includes the warranties imposed by
subsection (1) and, if applicable, subsection
(3).

* * *

§ 2-326. Sale on Approval and Sale or Return; Consignment–Sales
and Rights of Creditors.

(1) Unless otherwise agreed, if delivered goods may be returned by the buyer
even though they conform to the contract, the transaction is

(a) a "sale on approval" if the goods are delivered primarily for use, and
(b) a "sale or return" if the goods are delivered primarily for resale.
(2) • _te t:,.. • ! • - , e - Goods held on approval are not

subject to the claims of the buyer's creditors until acceptance; goods held on sale or
return are subject to such claims while in the buyer's possession. -
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nr_r_At, 	 cvf	 'Tree

iike4o-be-e3Adeasscl-by-a-signrcw

kb) ostablichoc that the porcon conducting tho businocc is generally known by
hic croditorc to bo substantially engaged in soiling tho geode of others, or
_! t • !	 t -	 . ! . • t

(Article 9).
443(3) Any "or return" term of a contract for sale is to be treated as a separate

contract for sale within the statute of frauds section of this Article (Section 2-201)
and as contradicting the sale aspect of the contract within the provisions of this
Article on paroi or extrinsic evidence (Section 2-202).

Official Comment

1. A Both a "sale on approval" or and a
"sale or return" is distinct should be distin-
guished from other types of transactions
with which they frequently have frequently
been confused. Tho typo of "sale on approv 
al," "on trial" or "on satisfaction" cloak
A"sale on approval," sometimes also called a
sale "on trial" or "on satisfaction," deals 
with a contract under which the seller un-
dertakes a particular-business risk in order
to satisfy his its prospective buyer with the
appearance or performance of the goods in
question that are sold. The goods are deliv-
ered to the proposed purchaser but they
remain the property of the seller until the
buyer accepts them. The price has already
been agreed. The buyer's willingness to re-
ceive and test the goods is the consideration
for the seller's engagement to deliver and
sell. The typo of "salo or return" involved
herein A "sale or return," on the other
hand, typically is a sale to a merchant whose
unwillingness to buy is overcome eniy by the
seller's engagement to take back the goods
(or any commercial unit of goods) in lieu of
payment if they fail to be resold. A sale or
return is a present sale of goods which may
be undone at the buyer's option. According-
ly, subsection (2) provides that goods deliv-
ered on approval are not subject to the pro-
spective buyer's creditors until acceptance, 
and goods delivered in a sale or return are

subject to the buyer's creditors while in the
buyer's possession. 

These two transactions are so strongly de-
lineated in practice and in general under-
standing that every presumption runs
against a delivery to a consumer being a
"sale or return" and against a delivery to a
merchant for resale being a "sale on approv-
al."

2. The right to return goods for failure to
conform to the contract of sale does not
make the transaction a "sale on approval"
or "sale or return" and has nothing to do
with this section and-the-following-section or
Section 2-327. The-present This section is
not concerned with remedies for breach of
contract. It deals instead with a power given
by the contract to turn back the goods even
though they are wholly as warranted. This
section nevertheless presupposes that a con-
tract for sale is contemplated by the parties,
although that contract may be of the partic-
ular character here-described that this sec-
tion addresses (i.e., a sale on approval or a 
sale or return).

Where-the If a buyer's obligation as a
buyer is conditioned not on its personal ap-
proval but on the article's passing a de-
scribed objective test, the risk of loss by
casualty pending the test is properly the
seller's and proper return is at its expense.
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On the point of "satisfaction" as meaning
"reasonable satisfaction" where when an in-
dustrial machine is involved, this Article
takes no position.

any cuch Factors Act, to c-cos in—m.1:64A)

reservation,

3. Subsection 44) (3) resolves a conflict in
the pre-existing pre-UCC case law by rocog 
nition recognizing that an "or return" provi-
sion is so definitely at odds with any ordi-
nary contract for sale of goods that where
written-agreements-are if a written agree-
ment is involved it the "or return" term
must be contained in a written memoran-
dum. The "or return" aspect of a sales con-
tract must be treated as a separate contract
under the Statute of Frauds section and as
contradicting the sale insofar as questions of
parol or extrinsic evidence are concerned.

4. Certain true consignment transactions
were dealt with in former Sections 2-326(3) 
and 9-114. These provisions have been delet-
ed and have been replaced by new provisions
in Article 9. See, e.g., Sections 9-109(a)(4);9-
103(b) 9-103(d); 9-319.

§ 2-502. Buyer's Right to Goods on Seller's Repudiation, Failure to
Deliver, or Insolvency.

(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3) and even though the goods have not been
shipped a buyer who has paid a part or all of the price of goods in which he has a
special property under the provisions of the immediately preceding section may on
making and keeping good a tender of any unpaid portion of their price recover
them from the seller if:

(a) in the case of goods bought for personal, family, or household purposes, the 
seller repudiates or fails to deliver as required by the contract; or

(b) in all cases, the seller becomes insolvent within ten days after receipt of
the first installment on their price.

(2) The buyer's right to recover the goods under subsection (1)(a) vests upon 
acquisition of a special property, even if the seller had not then repudiated or failed 
to deliver. 

(3) If the identification creating his special property has been made by the
buyer he acquires the right to recover the goods only if they conform to the
contract for sale.

Official Comment

1. This section gives an additional right
to the buyer as a result of identification of
the goods to the contract in the manner

provided in Section 2-501. The buyer is giv-
en a right to recover the goods on-the-sellerls
insol*ensy-ovawring, conditioned upon mak-
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ing and keeping good a tender of any unpaid
portion of the price, in two limited circum-
stances. First, the buyer may recover goods 
bought for personal, family, or household
purposes if the seller repudiates the contract
or fails to deliver the goods. Second, in any 
case, the buyer may recover the goods if the
seller becomes insolvent within 10 days after
he the seller receives the first installment on
their price. The buyer's right to recover the
goods under this section is an exception to
the usual rule, under which the disappointed
buyer must resort to an action to recover 
damages. 

2. The question of whether the buyer
also acquires a security interest in identified
goods and has rights to the goods when
insolvency takes place after the ten-day peri-
od provided in this section depends upon
compliance with the provisions of the Article
on Secured Transactions (Article 9).

3. Under subsection (2), the buyer's right 
to recover consumer goods under subsection
(1)(a) vests upon acquisition of a special

property, which occurs upon identification of
the goods to the contract. See Section 2-501. 
Inasmuch as a secured party normally ac-
quires no greater rights in its collateral that
its debtor had or had power to convey, see 
Section 2-403(1) (first sentence), a buyer
who acquires a right to recover under this
section will take free of a security interest
created by the seller if it attaches to the 
goods after the goods have been identified to 
the contract. The buyer will take free, even
if the buyer does not buy in ordinary course 
and even if the security interest is perfected. 
Of course, to the extent that the buyer pays
the price after the security interest attaches, 
the payments will constitute proceeds of the
security interest. 

3, 4. Subsection (2) (3) is included to
preclude the possibility of unjust enrich-
ment, which exists would exist if the buyer
were permitted to recover goods even though
they were greatly superior in quality or
quantity to that called for by the contract for
sale.

§ 2-716. Buyer's Right to Specific Performance or Replevin.
(1) Specific performance may be decreed where the goods are unique or in

other proper circumstances.
(2) The decree for specific performance may include such terms and conditions

as to payment of the price, damages, or other relief as the court may deem just.
(3) The buyer has a right of replevin for goods identified to the contract if

after reasonable effort he is unable to effect cover for such goods or the circum-
stances reasonably indicate that such effort will be unavailing or if the goods have
been shipped under reservation and satisfaction of the security interest in them
has been made or tendered. In the case of goods bought for personal, family, or 
household purposes, the buyer's right of replevin vests upon acquisition of a special 
property, even if the seller had not then repudiated or failed to deliver. 

Official Comment

* * *

3. The legal remedy of replevin is given
to the buyer in cases in which cover is rea-
sonably unavailable and goods have been
identified to the contract. This is in addition
to the buyer's right to recover identified
goods	 •
4024 under Section 2-502. For consumer
goods, the buyer's right to replevin vests
upon the buyer's acquisition of a special
property, which occurs upon identification of

the goods to the contract. See Section 2-501.
Inasmuch as a secured party normally ac-
quires no greater rights in its collateral that
its debtor had or had power to convey, see
Section 2-403(1) (first sentence), a buyer
who acquires a right of replevin under sub-
section (3) will take free of a security inter-
est created by the seller if it attaches to the 
goods after the goods have been identified to
the contract. The buyer will take free, even
if the buyer does not buy in ordinary course 
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and even if the security interest is perfected. the payments will constitute proceeds of the
Of course, to the extent that the buyer pays security interest. 
the price after the security interest attaches, 	 * * *

§ 2A-103. Definitions and Index of Definitions.

* * *

(3) The following definitions in other Articles apply to this Article:

"Account". Section 9-106 9-102(a)(2).
"Between merchants". Section 2-104(3).

"Buyer". Section 2-103(1)(a).
"Chattel paper". Section 9 105(1)(b) 9-102(a)(11).

"Consumer goods". Section 9 109(1) 9-102(a)(23).
"Document". Section 9 105(1)(f) 9 102(a)(30).

"Entrusting". Section 2-403(3).

"Gonoral intangibloc", Soction 9 106.
"General intangible". Section 9-102(a)(42).
"Good faith". Section 2-103(1)(b).
"Instrument". Section 9 105(1)(i) 9-102(a)(47).
"Merchant". Section 2-104(1).
"Mortgage". Section 9 105(1)(j) 9-102(a)(55).
"Pursuant to commitment". Section 9 105(1)(k) 9-102(a)(68). 

"Receipt". Section 2-103(1)(c).
"Sale". Section 2-106(1).
"Sale on approval". Section 2-326.
"Sale or return". Section 2-326.
"Seller". Section 2-103(1)(d).

* * *

§ 2A-303. Alienability of Party's Interest Under Lease Contract or
of Lessor's Residual Interest in Goods; Delegation of
Performance; Transfer of Rights.

(1) As used in this section, "creation of a security interest" includes the sale of
a lease contract that is subject to Article 9, Secured Transactions, by reason of
Section 9 102(1)(b) 9-109(a)(3).

(2) Except as provided in subsections subsection (3) and 44) Section 9-407, a
provision in a lease agreement which (i) prohibits the voluntary or involuntary
transfer, including a transfer by sale, sublease, creation or enforcement of a
security interest, or attachment, levy, or other judicial process, of an interest of a
party under the lease contract or of the lessor's residual interest in the goods, or
(ii) makes such a transfer an event of default, gives rise to the rights and remedies
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provided in subsection 45} (4), but a transfer that is prohibited or is an event of
default under the lease agreement is otherwise effective.

(3) A provision in a loaco agroomont which (i) prohibits the creation or 

changes the duty of, or materially incroacos the burden or risk impocod -on, the  
. • • . • t t	 •• • t	 e	 e t	 t •	 -  e . • t •	 •                  

. • t	 - —•	 -	 • t	 —	 e et" —•	 . t	 - e   

44)(3) A provision in a lease agreement which (i) prohibits a transfer of a right
to damages for default with respect to the whole lease contract or of a right to
payment arising out of the transferor's due performance of the transferor's entire
obligation, or (ii) makes such a transfer an event of default, is not enforceable, and
such a transfer is not a transfer that materially impairs the prospect of obtaining
return performance by, materially changes the duty of, or materially increases the
burden or risk imposed on, the other party to the lease contract within the purview
of subsection 444 (4).

(4)(4) Subject to subsections subsection (3) and 444 Section 9-407:

(a) if a transfer is made which is made an event of default under a lease
agreement, the party to the lease contract not making the transfer, unless
that party waives the default or otherwise agrees, has the rights and
remedies described in Section 2A-501(2);

(b) if paragraph (a) is not applicable and if a transfer is made that (i) is
prohibited under a lease agreement or (ii) materially impairs the prospect
of obtaining return performance by, materially changes the duty of, or
materially increases the burden or risk imposed on, the other party to the
lease contract, unless the party not making the transfer agrees at any time
to the transfer in the lease contract or otherwise, then, except as limited by
contract, (i) the transferor is liable to the party not making the transfer for
damages caused by the transfer to the extent that the damages could not
reasonably be prevented by the party not making the transfer and (ii) a
court having jurisdiction may grant other appropriate relief, including
cancellation of the lease contract or an injunction against the transfer.

(6 (5) A transfer of "the lease" or of "all my rights under the lease"; or a
transfer in similar general terms, is a transfer of rights and, unless the language or
the circumstances, as in a transfer for security, indicate the contrary, the transfer
is a delegation of duties by the transferor to the transferee. Acceptance by the
transferee constitutes a promise by the transferee to perform those duties. The
promise is enforceable by either the transferor or the other party to the lease
contract.
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(4(6) Unless otherwise agreed by the lessor and the lessee, a delegation of

performance does not relieve the transferor as against the other party of any duty
to perform or of any liability for default.

8g7) In a consumer lease, to prohibit the transfer of an interest of a party
under the lease contract or to make a transfer an event of default, the language
must be specific, by a writing, and conspicuous.

Official Comment

1. Subsection (2) states a rule, consistent
with Section 9-344 9-401(b), that voluntary
and involuntary transfers of an interest of a
party under the lease contract or of the
lessor's residual interest, including by way of
the creation or enforcement of a security
interest, are effective, notwithstanding a
provision in the lease agreement prohibiting
the transfer or making the transfer an event
of default. Although the transfers are effec-
tive, the provision in the lease agreement is
nevertheless enforceable, but only as provid-
ed in subsection (-5-) (4). Under subsection 454
(4) the prejudiced party is limited to the
remedies on "default under the lease con-
tract" in this Article and, except as limited
by this Article, as provided in the lease
agreement, if the transfer has been made an
event of default. Section 2A-501(2). Usually,
there will be a specific provision to this
effect or a general provision making a breach
of a covenant an event of default. In those
cases where the transfer is prohibited, but
not made an event of default, the prejudiced
party may recover damages; or, if the dam-
age remedy would be ineffective adequately
to protect that party, the court can order
cancellation of the lease contract or enjoin
the transfer. This rule that such provisions
generally are enforceable is subject to sub-
seetiens-(34-and-(4). subsection (3) and Sec-
tion 9-407, which make such provisions un-
enforceable in certain instances.

2.
cubcoction (3). A Under Section 9-407, a
provision in a lease agreement which prohib-
its the creation or enforcement of a security
interest, including sales of lease contracts
subject to Article 9 (Seetiens-Q-1024-14(b)-awl
9-104(4 Section 9-109(a)(3)), or makes it an
event of default is generally not enforceable,
reflecting the policy of Section 9-406 and
former Section 9-318(4). Heweverrinasraush

. • :.	 Z 2	 :	 2 -2 • .	 . •	 :-	 . • 2 •
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dofinition of contract under Soction 1 

105(1)(a) includes a loccoo of goods. As a

seetioas–in–this–Arrtieler---The reference to
"dofoncoc or claims aricing out of a sale" in 
Section 9 318(1) should bo interpreted

. . •
floc the common law rule with rocpoot to•

7,3. Subsection 44) (3) is based upon Sec-
tion 2-210(2) and Section 9 318(4) 9-406. It
makes unenforceable a prohibition against
transfers of certain rights to payment or a
provision making the transfer an event of
default. It also provides that such transfers
do not materially impair the prospect of ob-
taining return performance by, materially
change the duty of, or materially increase
the burden or risk imposed on, the other
party to the lease contract so as to give rise
to the rights and remedies stated in subsec-
tion 45) (4). Accordingly, a transfer of a
right to payment cannot be prohibited or
made an event of default, or be one that
materially impairs performance, changes
duties or increases risk, if the right is al-
ready due or will become due without fur-

ther performance being required by the par-
ty to receive payment. Thus, a lessor can
transfer the right to future payments under
the lease contract, including by way of a
grant of a security interest, and the transfer
will not give rise to the rights and remedies
stated in subsection 454 (4) if the lessor has
no remaining performance under the lease
contract. The mere fact that the lessor is ob-
ligated to allow the lessee to remain in pos-
session and to use the goods as long as the
lessee is not in default does not mean that
there is "remaining performance" on the
part of the lessor. Likewise, the fact that the
lessor has potential liability under a "non-
operating" lease contract for breaches of
warranty does not mean that there is Lre-
maining performance'–'. In contrast, the les-
sor would have ``remaining performance-'2
under a lease contract requiring the lessor
to regularly maintain and service the goods
or to provide "upgrades" of the equipment
on a periodic basis in order to avoid obsoles-
cence. The basic distinction is between a
mere potential duty to respond which is not
``remaining performance,''–' and an affirma-
tive duty to render stipulated performance.
Although the distinction may be difficult to
draw in some cases, it is instructive to focus
on the difference between "operating" and
"non-operating" leases as generally under-
stood in the marketplace. Even if there is
``remaining performance'–' under a lease con-
tract, a transfer for security of a right to
payment that is made an event of default or
that is in violation of a prohibition against
transfer does not give rise to the rights and
remedies under subsection 44) (4) if it does
not constitute an actual delegation of a ma-
terial performance under subsection-{) Sec-
tion 9-407.

&4. The application of either the rule of
subsection-{3) Section 9-407 or the rule of
subsection 44) (3) to the grant by the lessor
of a security interest in the lessor's right to
future payment under the lease contract
may produce the same result. Both subsee-
tions provisions generally protect security
transfers by the lessor in particular because
the creation by the lessor of a security inter-
est or the enforcement of that interest gen-
erally will not prejudice the lessee's rights if
it does not result in a delegation of the
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lessor's duties. To the contrary, the receipt
of loan proceeds or relief from the enforce-
ment of an antecedent debt normally should
enhance the lessor's ability to perform its
duties under the lease contract. Neverthe-
less, there are circumstances where relief
might be justified. For example, if ownership
of the goods is transferred pursuant to en-
forcement of a security interest to a party
whose ownership would prevent the lessee
from continuing to possess the goods, relief
might be warranted. See 49 U.S.C. § 1401(a)
and (b) which places limitations on the oper-
ation of aircraft in the United States based
on the citizenship or corporate qualification
of the registrant.

95. Relief on the ground of material
prejudice when the lease agreement does not
prohibit the transfer or make it an event of
default should be afforded only in extreme
circumstances, considering the fact that the
party asserting material prejudice did not
insist upon a provision in the lease agree-
ment that would protect against such a
transfer.

10.6. Subsection 454 (4) implements the
rule of subsection (2). Subsection (2) pro-
vides that, even though a transfer is effec-
tive, a provision in the lease agreement pro-
hibiting it or making it an event of default
may be enforceable as provided in subsec-
tion 454 (4). See Brummund v. First Nation-
al Bank of Clovis, 656 P.2d 884, 35 U.C.C.
Rep.Serv. (Callaghan) 1311 (N.Mex.1983),
stating the analogous rule for Section 9-311.
If the transfer prohibited by the lease agree-
ment is made an event of default, then,
under subsection 5(a)- (4)(a), unless the de-
fault is waived or there is an agreement
otherwise, the aggrieved party has the
rights and remedies referred to in Section
2A-501(2), viz. those in this Article and,
except as limited in the Article, those pro-
vided in the lease agreement. In the unlikely
circumstance that the lease agreement pro-
hibits the transfer without making a viola-
tion of the prohibition an event of -default
or, even if there is no prohibition against
the transfer, and the transfer is one that
materially impairs performance, changes
duties, or increases risk (for example, a sub-
lease or assignment to a party using the
goods improperly or for an illegal purpose),

then subsection 5(1a.) (4)(b) is applicable. In
that circumstance, unless the party ag-
grieved by the transfer has otherwise agreed
in the lease contract, such as by assenting to
a particular transfer or to transfers in gen-
eral, or agrees in some other manner, the
aggrieved party has the right to recover
damages from the transferor and a court
may, in appropriate circumstances, grant
other relief, such as cancellation of the lease
contract or an injunction against the trans-
fer.

4-1,7. If a transfer gives rise to the rights
and remedies provided in subsection (4) (4),
the transferee as an alternative may pro-
pose, and the other party may accept, ade-
quate cure or compensation for past defaults
and adequate assurance of future due perfor-
mance under the lease contract. Subsection
454 (4) does not preclude any other relief
that may be available to a party to the lease
contract aggrieved by a transfer subject to
an enforceable prohibition, such as an action
for interference with contractual relations:

12.8. Subsection •(-8-) (7) requires that a
provision in a consumer lease prohibiting a
transfer, or making it an event of default,
must be specific, written and conspicuous.
See Section 1-201(10). This assists in pro-
tecting a consumer lessee against surprise
assertions of default.

119. Subsection (-64 (5) is taken almost
verbatim from the provisions of Section 2-
210(4 2-210(5). The subsection states a rule
of construction that distinguishes a commer-
cial assignment, which substitutes the as-
signee for the assignor as to rights and
duties, and an assignment for security or
financing assignment, which substitutes the
assignee for the assignor only as to rights.
Note that the assignment for security or
financing assignment is a subset of all secu-
rity interests. Security interest is defined to
include "any interest of a buyer of ... chat-
tel paper". Section 1-201(37). Chattel paper
is defined to include a lease. Section 9-
105(1)(b). 9-102. Thus, a buyer of leases is
the holder of a security interest in the leas-
es. That conclusion should not influence this
issue, as the policy is quite different. Wheth-
er a buyer of leases is the holder of a com-
mercial assignment, or an assignment for
security or financing assignment should be
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determined by the language of the assign-
ment or the circumstances of the assign-
ment.

2A-307. Priority of Liens Arising by Attachment or Levy on, Secu-
rity Interests in, and Other Claims to Goods.

(1) Except as otherwise provided in Section 2A-306, a creditor of a lessee takes
subject to the lease contract.

(2) Except as otherwise provided in subsections subsection (3) and-(-4-} and in
Sections 2A-306 and 2A-308, a creditor of a lessor takes subject to the lease
contract unless:-

the creditor holds a lien that attached to the goods before the lease
contract became enforceable,

(b) tho creditor holds a security interest in tho goods and the lessee did not
. • t

seGurity-inter-es-or

(4) A lessee othor than a loccoo in tho ordinary course of business takes the
leasehold interest froo of a security interest to tho extent that it secures future 

(3) Except as otherwise provided in Sections 9-317, 9-321, and 9-323, a lessee 
takes a leasehold interest subject to a security interest held by a creditor of the 
lessor. 

Official Comment

* * *

3. To take priority over the lease con-
tract, and the interests derived therefrom,
the creditor must come within one-of-three
exeeptieas the exception stated withiR-the
rule,--Firot, in subsection (2)44 or within one
of the provisions of Article 9 mentioned in
subsection (3). Subsection (2) provides that
where the creditor holds a lien (Section 2A-
103(1)(r)) that attached before the lease con-
tract became enforceable (Section 2A-301),
the creditor does not take subject to the

4Seetion-9-3044, Subsection (3) provides that
a lessee takes its leasehold interest subject 
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to a security interest except as otherwise
provided in Sections 9-317, 9-321, or 9-323.

4. The rules of this section operate in
favor of whichever party to the lease con-
tract may enforce it, even if one party per-
haps may not, e.g., under Section 2A
201(1)(b).

5. Tho rules stated in cubcoctions (2)(b) 
and (c), and tho rule in cubcoction (3), aro is

.r at 4-Awna.r -from- -1,ppiief-fm= „r1^-1

under the rule ctatod in cubcoction 42)(c),

the loaco contract. Moreover, cubcoction (2)

in the ordinary couroo of bucinocs”. Section
2A 103(1)(o). Subooction (3) alco makea
cloar that the loccoo in the ordinary couroo

January 10. Under cubcoction (2)(b) the lee (2) with respect to a creditor who holds a..

course of businocs will bo treated in the

t	 -

a loaco contract.

§ 2A-309. Lessor's and Lessee's Rights When Goods Become Fix-
tures.

(1) In this section:

* * *

(b) a "fixture filing" is the filing, in the office where a record of a mortgage on
the real estate would be filed or recorded, of a financing statement covering
goods that are or are to become fixtures and conforming to the require-
ments of Section Q 402(5) 9-502(a) and (b); 

* * *

§ 4-210. Security Interest of Collecting Bank in Items, Accompany-
ing Documents and Proceeds.

* * *

(c) Receipt by a collecting bank of a final settlement for an item is a
realization on its security interest in the item, accompanying documents, and
proceeds. So long as the bank does not receive final settlement for the item or give
up possession of the item or accompanying documents for purposes other, than
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collection, the security interest continues to that extent and is subject to Article 9,
but:

(1) no security agreement is necessary to make the security interest enforce-
able (Section 9 203(1)(a) 9-203(b)(3)(A));

(2) no filing is required to perfect the security interest; and
(3) the security interest has priority over conflicting perfected security inter-

ests in the item, accompanying documents, or proceeds.

§ 5-118. Security Interest of Issuer or Nominated Person.

(a) An issuer or nominated person has a security interest in a document
presented under a letter of credit to the extent that the issuer or nominated person 
honors or gives value for the presentation. 

(b) So long as and to the extent that an issuer or nominated person has not
been reimbursed or has not otherwise recovered the value given with respect to a
security interest in a document under subsection (a), the security interest contin-
ues and is subject to Article 9, but: 

(1) a security agreement is not necessary to make the security interest 
enforceable under Section 9-203(b)(3); 

(2) if the document is presented in a medium other than a written or other 
tangible medium, the security interest is perfected; and

(3) if the document is presented in a written or other tangible medium and is 
not a certificated security, chattel paper, a document of title, an instru-
ment, or a letter of credit, the security interest is perfected and has priority
over a conflicting security interest in the document so long as the debtor 
does not have possession of the document. 

Official Comment

1. This section gives the issuer of a letter
of credit or a nominated person thereunder
an automatic perfected security interest in a
"document" (as that term is defined in Sec-
tion 5-102(a)(6)). The security interest
arises only if the document is presented to
the issuer or nominated person under the
letter of credit and only to the extent of the
value that is given. This security interest is
analogous to that awarded to a collecting
bank under Section 4-210. Subsection (b) 
contains special rules governing the security
interest arising under this section. In all
other respects, a security interest arising
under this section is subject to Article 9. See 
Section 9-109. Thus, for example, a security 
interest arising under this section may give
rise to a security interest in proceeds under
Section 9-315. 

2. Subsection (b)(1) makes a security
agreement unnecessary to the creation of a

security interest under this section. Under
subsection (b)(2), a security interest arising
under this section is perfected if the docu-
ment is presented in a medium other than a
written or tangible medium. Documents that
are written and that are not an otherwise-
defined type of collateral under Article 9 
(e.g., an invoice or inspection certificate) 
may be goods, in which an issuer or nomi-
nated person could perfect its security inter-
est by possession. Because the definition of
document in Section 5-102(a)(6) includes
records (e.g., electronic records) that may
not be goods, subsection (b)(2) provides for 
automatic perfection (i.e., without filing or
possession). 

Under subsection (b)(3), if the document
(i) is in a written or tangible medium, (ii) is
not a certificated security, chattel paper, a 
document of title, an instrument, or a letter
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of credit, and (iii) is not in the debtor's
possession, the security interest is perfected 
and has priority over a conflicting security
interest. If the document is a type of tangi-
ble collateral that subsection (b)(3) excludes
from its perfection and priority rules, the 
issuer or nominated person must comply
with the normal method of perfection (e.g.,
possession of an instrument) and is subject 
to the applicable Article 9 priority rules. 
Documents to which subsection (b)(3) ap-
plies may be important to an issuer or nomi-
nated person. For example, a confirmer who 
pays the beneficiary must be assured that its 
rights to all documents are not impaired. It 
will find it necessary,  to present all of the 
required documents to the issuer in order to
be reimbursed. Moreover, when a nominated
person sends documents to an issuer in con-
nection with the nominated person's reim-
bursement, that activity is not a collection, 
enforcement, or disposition of collateral un-
der Article 9. 

One purpose of this section is to protect an
issuer or nominated person from claims of a 

beneficiary's creditors. It is a fallback provi-
sion inasmuch as issuers and nominated per-
sons frequently may obtain and perfect secu-
rity interests under the usual Article 9 rules, 
and, in many cases, the documents will be
owned by the issuer, nominated person, or
applicant.

UCC Article 6, Alternative A:

Legislative Note: To take account of differ-
ences between former Article 9 and revised
Article 9, a State that repeals Article 6 after
revised Article 9 takes effect must make the
following changes to Alternative A. First, in-
asmuch as revised Article 9 contains no
counterpart of former Section 9-111, the ref-
erence to that section in Section 1 of the
repealer should be deleted, and Section 4 of

the repeal bill should allude to former Sec-
tion 9-111. Second, the last entry in Section
1-105(2) should be amended as shown above
in this Appendix.

UCC Article 6, Alternative B:

6-102. Definitions and Index of Definitions.

(1) In this Article, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a) "Assets" means the inventory that is the subject of a bulk sale and any
tangible and intangible personal property used or held for use primarily in,
or arising from, the seller's business and sold in connection with that
inventory, but the term does not include:

(i) fixtures (Section 9 313(1)(a) 9-102(a)(41)) other than readily remova-
ble factory and office machines;

(ii) the lessee's interest in a lease of real property; or

(iii) property to the extent it is generally exempt from creditor process
under nonbankruptcy law.

* * *

(2) The following definitions in other Articles apply to this Article:

(a) "Buyer." Section 2-103(1)(a).

(b) "Equipment." Section 9 109(2) 9-102(a)(33).

(c) "Inventory." Section 9 109(4) 9-102(a)(48).

(d) "Sale." ' Section 2-106(1).

(e) "Seller." Section 2-103(1)(d).

* * *
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6-103. Applicability of Article.
* * *

(3) This Article does not apply to:

(a) a transfer made to secure payment or performance of an obligation;

(b) a transfer of collateral to a secured party pursuant to Section 9-504 9-609;

(c) a sale disposition of collateral pursuant to Section 9 504 9-610;

(d) retention of collateral pursuant to Section 9-504 9-620;

* * *

7-503. Document of Title to Goods Defeated in Certain Cases.
(1) A document of title confers no right in goods against a person who before

issuance of the document had a legal interest or a perfected security interest in
them and who neither

(a) delivered or entrusted them or any document of title covering them to the
bailor or his nominee with actual or apparent authority to ship, store or
sell or with power to obtain delivery under this Article (Section 7-403) or
with power of disposition under this Act (Sections 2-403 and 9-39-7 9-320)
or other statute or rule of law; nor

(b) acquiesced in the procurement by the bailor or his nominee of any
document of title.

* * *

8-102. Definitions.
* * *

Official Comment
* * *

7. "Entitlement holder." This term des-
ignates those who hold financial assets
through intermediaries in the indirect hold-
ing system. Because many of the rules of
Part 5 impose duties on securities intermedi-
aries in favor of entitlement holders, the
definition of entitlement holder is, in most
cases, limited to the person specifically des-
ignated as such on the records of the inter-
mediary. The last sentence of the definition
covers the relatively unusual cases where a
person may acquire a security entitlement
under Section 8-501 even though the person
may not be specifically designated as an enti-
tlement holder on the records of the securi-
ties intermediary.

A person may have an interest in a securi-
ty entitlement, and may even have the right

to give entitlement orders to the securities
intermediary with respect to it, even though
the person is not the entitlement holder. For
example, a person who holds securities
through a securities account in its own
name may have given discretionary trading
authority to another person, such as an in-
vestment adviser. Similarly, the control pro-
visions in Section 8-106 and the related pro-
visions in Article 9 are designed to facilitate
transactions in which a person who holds
securities through a securities account uses
them as collateral in an arrangement where
the securities intermediary has agreed that
if the secured party so directs the intermedi-
ary will dispose of the positions. In such
arrangements, the debtor remains the enti-
tlement holder but has agreed that the se-
cured party can initiate entitlement orders.
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Moreover, an entitlement holder may be act-
ing for another person as a nominee, agent, 
trustee, or in another capacity. Unless the
entitlement holder is itself acting as a secu-
rities intermediary for the other person, in
which case the other person would be an 
entitlement holder with respect to the secu-
rities entitlement, the relationship between
an entitlement holder and another person 
for whose benefit the entitlement holder 
holds a securities entitlement is governed by
other law. 

8. "Entitlement order." This term is de-
fined as a notification communicated to a
securities intermediary directing transfer or
redemption of the financial asset to which an
entitlement holder has a security entitle-
ment. The term is used in the rules for the
indirect holding system in a fashion analo-
gous to the use of the terms "indorsement"
and "instruction" in the rules for the direct
holding system. If a person directly holds a
certificated security in registered form and

wishes to transfer it, the means of transfer
is an indorsement. If a person directly holds
an uncertificated security and wishes to
transfer it, the means of transfer is an in-
struction. If a person holds a security enti-
tlement, the means of disposition is an enti-
tlement order. An entitlement order includes
a direction under Section 8-508 to the secu-
rities intermediary to transfer a financial
asset to the account of the entitlement hold-
er at another financial intermediary or to
cause the financial asset to be transferred to
the entitlement holder in the direct holding
system (e.g., the delivery of a securities cer-
tificate registered in the name of the former
entitlement holder). As noted in Comment 7,
an entitlement order need not be initiated by
the entitlement holder in order to be effec-
tive, so long as the entitlement holder has
authorized the other party to initiate entitle-
ment orders. See Section 8-107(b).

* * *

§ 8-103. Rules for Determining Whether Certain Obligations and
Interests Are Securities or Financial Assets.

* * *

(f) A commodity contract, as defined in Section 9-145 9-102(a)(15), is not a
security or a financial asset.

§ 8-106. Control.
(a) A purchaser has "control" of a certificated security in bearer form if the

certificated security is delivered to the purchaser.
(b) A purchaser has "control" of a certificated security in registered form if

the certificated security is delivered to the purchaser, and:
(1) the certificate is indorsed to the purchaser or in blank by an effective

indorsement; or
(2) the certificate is registered in the name of the purchaser, upon original

issue or registration of transfer by the issuer.
(c) A purchaser has "control" of an uncertificated security if:
(1) the uncertificated security is delivered to the purchaser; or
(2) the issuer has agreed that it will comply with instructions originated by the

purchaser without further consent by the registered owner.
(d) A purchaser has "control" of a security entitlement if:
(1) the purchaser becomes the entitlement holder; or
(2) the securities intermediary has agreed that it will comply with entitlement

orders originated by the purchaser without further consent by the entitle-
ment holder; or
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(3) another person has control of the security entitlement on behalf of the 
purchaser or, having previously acquired control of the security entitle-
ment, acknowledges that it has control on behalf of the purchaser. 

(e) If an interest in a security entitlement is granted by the entitlement holder
to the entitlement holder's own securities intermediary, the securities intermediary
has control.

(f) A purchaser who has satisfied the requirements of subsection (c)42-) or
(d)42). has control, even if the registered owner in the case of subsection (c)(2) or
the entitlement holder in the case of subsection (d)42 retains the right to make
substitutions for the uncertificated security or security entitlement, to originate
instructions or entitlement orders to the issuer or securities intermediary, or
otherwise to deal with the uncertificated security or security entitlement.

(g) An issuer or a securities intermediary may not enter into an agreement of
the kind described in subsection (c)(2) or (d)(2) without the consent of the
registered owner or entitlement holder, but an issuer or a securities intermediary is
not required to enter into such an agreement even though the registered owner or
entitlement holder so directs. An issuer or securities intermediary that has entered
into such an agreement is not required to confirm the existence of the agreement
to another party unless requested to do so by the registered owner or entitlement
holder.

Official Comment

1. The concept of "control" plays a key
role in various provisions dealing with the
rights of purchasers, including secured par-
ties. See Sections 8-303 (protected purchas-
ers); 8-503(e) (purchasers from securities in-
termediaries); 8-510 (purchasers of security
entitlements from entitlement holders); -
115(1) 9 314 (perfection of security inter-
ests); 9 115(5) 9-328 (priorities among con-
flicting security interests).

Obtaining "control" means that the pur-
chaser has taken whatever steps are neces-
sary, given the manner in which the securi-
ties are held, to place itself in a position
where it can have the securities sold, with-
out further action by the owner.

* * *

4. Subsection (d) specifies the means by
which a purchaser can obtain control ever
of a security entitlement. Two Three mech-
anisms are possible, analogous to those
provided in subsection (c) for uncertificated
securities. Under subsection (d)(1), a pur-
chaser has control if it is the entitlement
holder. This subsection would apply wheth-
er the purchaser holds through the same
intermediary that the debtor used, or has

the securities position transferred to its
own intermediary. Subsection (d)(2) pro-
vides that a purchaser has control if the
securities intermediary has agreed to act
on entitlement orders originated by the
purchaser if no further consent by the en-
titlement holder is required. Under subsec-
tion (d)(2), control may be achieved even
though the transferor original entitlement
holder remains listed as the entitlement
holder. Finally, a purchaser may obtain
control under subsection (d)(3) if another
person has control and the person acknowl-
edges that it has control on the purchaser's
behalf. Control under subsection (d)(3) par-
allels the delivery of certificated securities
and uncertificated securities under Section 
8-301. Of course, the acknowledging person
cannot be the debtor. 

This section specifies only the minimum
requirements that such an arrangement
must meet to confer "control"; the details of
the arrangement can be specified by agree-
ment. The arrangement might cover all of
the positions in a particular account or sub-
account, or only specified positions. There is
no requirement that the control party's right
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to give entitlement orders be exclusive. The
arrangement might provide that only the
control party can give entitlement orders, or
that either the entitlement holder or the
control party can give entitlement orders.
See subsection (0.

The following examples illustrate the moles
application of subsection (d):

Example 1. Debtor grants Alpha Bank a
security interest in a security entitlement 
that includes 1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock
that Debtor holds through an account
with Able & Co. Alpha also has an account
with Able. Debtor instructs Able to trans-
fer the shares to Alpha, and Able does so
by crediting the shares to Alpha's account.
Alpha Bank has control of the 1000 shares
under subsection (d)(1). Although Debtor
may have become the beneficial owner of
the new securities entitlement, as between
Debtor and Alpha, Able has agreed to act 
on Alpha's entitlement orders because, as
between Able and Alpha,-because Alpha
Bank-is has become the entitlement hold-
er. See Section 8-506. 

Example 2. Debtor grants Alpha Bank a
security interest in a security entitlement
that includes 1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock
that Debtor holds through an account
with Able & Co. Alpha Bank does not have
an account with Able. Alpha Bank uses
Beta as its securities custodian. Debtor
instructs Able to transfer the shares to
Beta, for the account of Alpha 11..144c, and
Able does so. Alpha Bank has control of
the 1000 shares under subsection (d)(1).
As in Example 1, although Debtor may
have become the beneficial owner of the
new securities entitlement, as between
Debtor and Alpha, Beta has agreed to act
on Alpha's entitlement orders because, as
between Beta and Alpha, because Alpha is
has become the entitlement holder.

Example 3. Debtor grants Alpha Bank a
security interest in a security entitlement
that includes 1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock
that Debtor holds through an account
with Able & Co. Debtor, Able, and Alpha
Bank enter into an agreement under
which Debtor will continue to receive divi-
dends and distributions, and will continue
to have the right to direct dispositions, but

Alpha Bank also has the right to direct
dispositions. Alpha Bank has control of the
1000 shares under subsection (d)(2).

Example 4. Able & Co., a securities deal-
er, grants Alpha Bank a security interest
in a security entitlement that includes
1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock that Able
holds through an account with Clearing
Corporation. Able causes Clearing Corpo-
ration to transfer the shares into Alpha
Bank'c Alpha's account at Clearing Corpo-
ration. As in Example 1, Alpha Bank has
control of the 1000 shares under subsec-
tion (d)(1).

Example 5. Able & Co., a securities deal-
er, grants Alpha Bank a security interest
in a security entitlement that includes
1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock that Able
holds through an account with Clearing
Corporation. Alpha Bank does not have an
account with Clearing Corporation. It
holds its securities through Beta Bank,
which does have an account with Clearing _
Corporation. Able causes Clearing Corpo-
ration to transfer the shares into Beta
Bank's Beta's account at Clearing Corpo-
ration. Beta Bank credits the position to
Alpha's account with Beta Bank. As in
Example 2, Alpha Bank has control of the
1000 shares under subsection (d)(1).

Example 6. Able & Co., a securities deal-
er, grants Alpha Bank a security interest
in a security entitlement that includes
1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock that Able
holds through an account with Clearing
Corporation. Able causes Clearing Corpo-
ration to transfer the shares into a pledge
account, pursuant to an agreement under
which Able will continue to receive divi-
dends, distributions, and the like, but Al-
pha Bank has the right to direct disposi-.
tons. As in Example 3, Alpha Bank has
control of the 1000 shares under subsec-
tion (d)(2).

Example 7. Able & Co. L a securities deal-
er, grants Alpha Bank a security interest
in a security entitlement that includes
1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock that Able
holds through an account with Clearing
Corporation. Able, Alpha, and Clearing
Corporation enter into an agreement un-
der which Clearing Corporation will act on
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instructions from Alpha with respect to
the XYZ Co. stock carried in Able's ac-
count, but Able will continue to receive
dividends, distributions, and the like, and
will also have the right to direct disposi-
tions. As in Example 3, Alpha Rank has
control of the 1000 shares under subsec-
tion (d)(2).

Example 8. Able & Co.,. a securities deal-
er, holds a wide range of securities
through its account at Clearing Corpora-
tion. Able enters into an arrangement
with Alpha Bank pursuant to which Alpha
provides financing to Able secured by se-
curities identified as the collateral on lists
provided by Able to Alpha on a daily or
other periodic basis. Able, Alpha, and
Clearing Corporation enter into an agree-
ment under which Clearing Corporation
agrees that if at any time Alpha directs
Clearing Corporation to do so, Clearing
Corporation will transfer any securities
from Able's account at Alpha's instruc-
tions. Because Clearing Corporation has
agreed to act on Alpha's instructions with
respect to any securities carried in Able's
account, at the moment that Alpha's secu-
rity interest attaches to securities listed by
Able, Alpha obtains control of those secu-
rities under subsection (d)(2). There is no
requirement that Clearing Corporation be
informed of which securities Able has
pledged to Alpha.

Example 9. Debtor grants Alpha Bank a
security interest in a security entitlement
that includes 1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock
that Debtor holds through an account
with Able & Co. Beta Bank agrees with 
Alpha to act as Alpha's collateral agent 
with respect to the security entitlement. 
Debtor, Able, and Beta enter into an
agreement under which Debtor will con-
tinue to receive dividends and distribu-
tions, and will continue to have the right
to direct dispositions, but Beta also has 
the right to direct dispositions. Because
Able has agreed that it will comply with 
entitlement orders originated by Beta
without further consent by Debtor, Beta
has control of the security entitlement (see
Example 3). Because Beta has control on
behalf of Alpha, Alpha also has control
under subsection (d)(3). It is not necessary

for Able to enter into an agreement direct-
ly with Alpha or for Able to be aware of
Beta's agency relationship with Alpha. 

* * *

7. The term "control" is used in a partic-
ular defined sense. The requirements for
obtaining control are set out in this section.
The concept is not to be interpreted by refer-
ence to similar concepts in other bodies of
law. In particular, the requirements for
"possession" derived from the common law
of pledge are not to be used as a basis for
interpreting subsection (c)(2) or (d)(2).
Those provisions are designed to supplant
the concepts of "constructive possession"
and the like. A principal purpose of the
"control" concept is to eliminate the uncer-
tainty and confusion that results from at-
tempting to apply common law possession
concepts to modern securities holding prac-
tices.

The key to the control concept is that the
purchaser has the present ability to have the -
securities sold or transferred without further
action by the transferor. There is no require-
ment that the powers held by the purchaser
be exclusive. For example, in a secured lend-
ing arrangement, if the secured party
wishes, it can allow the debtor to retain the
right to make substitutions, or to direct the
disposition of the uncertificated security or
security entitlement, or otherwise to give
instructions or entitlement orders. (As ex-
plained in Section 8-102, Comment 8, an 
entitlement order includes a direction under 
Section 8-508 to the securities intermediary
to transfer a financial asset to the account of
the entitlement holder at another financial
intermediary or to cause the financial asset
to be transferred to the entitlement holder 
in the direct holding system (e.g., by delivery
of a securities certificate registered in the
name of the former entitlement holder).) 
Subsection (f) is included to make clear the
general point stated in subsection subsec-
tions (c) and (d) that the test of control is
whether the purchaser has obtained the req-
uisite power, not whether the debtor has
retained other powers. There is no implica-
tion that retention by the debtor of powers
other than those mentioned in subsection (f)
is inconsistent with the purchaser having
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control. Nor is there a requirement that the
purchaser's powers be unconditional, provid-
ed that further consent of the entitlement
holder is not a condition.

Example 10. Debtor grants to Alpha
Bank and to Beta Bank a security interest
in a security entitlement that includes
1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock that Debtor
holds through an account with Able & Co. 
By agreement among the parties, Alpha's
security interest is senior and Beta's is
junior. Able agrees to act on the entitle-
ment orders of either Alpha or Beta. Alpha
and Beta each has control under subsec-
tion (d)(2). Moreover, Beta has control
notwithstanding a term of Able's agree-
ment to the effect that Able's obligation to
act on Beta's entitlement orders is condi-
tioned on the Alpha's consent. The crucial
distinction is that Able's agreement to act
on Beta's entitlement orders is not condi-
tioned on Debtor's further consent. 

Example 11. Debtor grants to Alpha
Bank a security interest in a security enti-
tlement that includes 1000 shares of XYZ 
Co. stock that Debtor holds through an 
account with Able & Co. Able agrees to act

on the entitlement orders of Alpha, but
Alpha's right to give entitlement orders to 
the securities intermediary is conditioned
on the Debtor's default. Alternatively, Al-
pha's right to give entitlement orders is
conditioned upon Alpha's statement to
Able that Debtor is in default. Because
Able's agreement to act on Beta's Alpha's* 
entitlement orders is not conditioned on
Debtor's further consent, Alpha has con-
trol of the securities entitlement under
either alternative. 

In many situations, it will be better practice
for both the securities intermediary and the
purchaser to insist that any conditions relat-
ing in any way to the entitlement holder be 
effective only as between the purchaser and
the entitlement holder. That practice would
avoid the risk that the securities intermedi-
ary could be caught between conflicting as-
sertions of the entitlement holder and the
purchaser as to whether the conditions in
fact have been met. Nonetheless, the exis- -
tence of unfulfilled conditions effective
against the intermediary would not preclude
the purchaser from having control.

§ 8-110. Applicability; Choice of Law.
* * *

(e) The following rules determine a "securities intermediary's jurisdiction" for
purposes of this section:

(1) If an agreement between the securities intermediary and its entitlement
holder
governing the securities account expressly provides that a particular juris-
diction is the securities intermediary's jurisdiction for purposes of this
part, this article, or this [Act], that jurisdiction is the securities intermedi-
ary's jurisdiction.

(2) If paragraph (1) does not apply and an agreement between the securities 
intermediary and its entitlement holder governing the securities account
expressly provides that the agreement is governed by the law of a particu-
lar jurisdiction, that jurisdiction is the securities intermediary's jurisdic-
tion. 

424(3) If neither paragraph (1) nor paragraph (2) applies and an agreement
between the securities intermediary and its entitlement holder does-not

governing
the securities account expressly specifies provides that the securities

* Amendments in italics approved by the Perma- Code January 15, 2000.
nent Editorial Board for Uniform Commercial  

2 2 e . • 2	 2   - 	.             

e 2 • 2 2
	 e	 .
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account is maintained at an office in a particular jurisdiction, that
jurisdiction is the securities intermediary's jurisdiction.

none of the preceding paragraphs applies, the securities intermediary's
jurisdiction is the jurisdiction in which is-located the office identified in
an account statement as the office serving the entitlement holder's
account is located.

10(5) If

none of the preced-
ing paragraphs applies, the securities intermediary's jurisdiction is the
jurisdiction in which is-located the chief executive office of the securities
intermediary is located.

(f) A securities intermediary's jurisdiction is not determined by the physical
location of certificates representing financial assets, or by the jurisdiction in which
is organized the issuer of the financial asset with respect to which an entitlement
holder has a security entitlement, or by the location of facilities for data processing
or other record keeping concerning the account.

Official Comment

••	 • .	 •	 e	 -	 •	 -	 .1 • 'I' .^..!

* * *

3. Subsection (b) provides that the law of
the securities intermediary's jurisdiction
governs the issues concerning the indirect
holding system that are dealt with in Article
8. Paragraphs (1) and (2) cover the matters
dealt with in the Article 8 rules defining the
concept of security entitlement and specify-
ing the duties of securities intermediaries.
Paragraph (3) provides that the law of the
security intermediary's jurisdiction deter-
mines whether the intermediary owes any
duties to an adverse -Claimant. Paragraph (4)
provides that the law of the security inter-
mediary's jurisdiction determines whether
adverse claims can be asserted against enti-
tlement holders and others.

Subsection (e) determines what is a "secu-
rities intermediary's jurisdiction." The poli-
cy of subsection (b) is to ensure that a secu-
rities intermediary and all of its entitlement
holders can look to a single, readily-identifi-
able body of law to determine their rights
and duties. Accordingly, subsection (e) sets
out a sequential series of tests to facilitate
identification of that body of law. Paragraph
(1) of subsection (e) permits specification of
the governing law securities intermediary's

jurisdiction by agreement. In the absence of
such a specification, the law chosen by the
parties to govern the securities account de-
termines the securities intermediary's juris-
diction. See paragraph (2). Because the poli-
cy of this section is to enable parties to
determine, in advance and with certainty,
what law will apply to transactions governed
by this Article, the validation of the parties' 
selection of governing law by agreement is
not conditioned upon a determination that
the jurisdiction whose law is chosen bear a
"reasonable relation" to the transaction. See
Section 4A-507; compare Section 1-105(1).
That is also true with respect to the similar
provisions in subsection (d) of this section
and in Section 9-1934.6 9-305. The remain-
ing paragraphs in subsection (e) contain ad-
ditional default rules for determining the
securities intermediary's jurisdiction.

* * *

5. The following examples illustrate how
a court in a jurisdiction which has enacted
this section would determine the governing
law:

Example 1. John Doe, a resident of Kan-
sas, maintains a securities account with
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Able & Co. Able is incorporated in Dela-
ware. Its chief executive offices are located
in Illinois. The office where Doe transacts
business with Able is located in Missouri.
The agreement between Doe and Able
specifies that it is governed by Illinois law
is the securities intermediary's (Able's) 
jurisdiction. Through the account, Doe
holds securities of a Colorado corporation,
which Able holds through Clearing Corpo-
ration. The rules of Clearing Corporation
provide that the rights and duties of Clear-
ing Corporation and its participants are
governed by New York law. Subsection (a)
specifies that a controversy concerning the

rights and duties as between the issuer
and Clearing Corporation is governed by
Colorado law. Subsections (b) and (e) spec-
ify that a controversy concerning the
rights and duties as between the Clearing
Corporation and Able is governed by New
York law, and that a controversy concern-
ing the rights and duties as between Able
and Doe is governed by Illinois law.

* * *

7. The choice of law provisions concern-
ing security interests in securities and secu-
rity entitlements are set out in Section 9-
103(6) 9-305.

§ 8-301. Delivery.
(a) Delivery of a certificated security to a purchaser occurs when:

(1) the purchaser acquires possession of the security certificate;

(2) another person, other than a securities intermediary, either acquires
possession of the security certificate on behalf of the purchaser or, having -
previously acquired possession of the certificate, acknowledges that it holds
for the purchaser; or

(3) a securities intermediary acting on behalf of the purchaser acquires posses-
sion of the security certificate, only if the certificate is in registered form
and has-been is (i) registered in the name of the purchaser, (ii) payable to 
the order of the purchaser, or (iii) specially indorsed to the purchaser by an
effective indorsement and has not been indorsed to the securities interme-
diary or in blank.

* * *

Official Comment

* * *

2. Subsection (a) defines delivery with
respect to certificated securities. Paragraph
(1) deals with simple cases where purchasers
themselves acquire physical possession of
certificates. Paragraphs (2) and (3) of sub-
section (a) specify the circumstances in
which delivery to a purchaser can occur al-
though the certificate is in the possession of
a person other than the purchaser. Para-
graph (2) contains the general rule that a
purchaser can take delivery through another
person, so long as the other person is actual-
ly acting on behalf of the purchaser or ac-
knowledges that it is holding on behalf of

the purchaser. Paragraph (2) does not apply
to acquisition of possession by a securities
intermediary, because a person who holds
securities through a securities account ac-
quires a security entitlement, rather than
having a direct interest. See Section 8-501.
Subsection (a)(3) specifies the limited cir-
cumstances in which delivery of security cer-
tificates to a securities intermediary is treat-
ed as a delivery to the customer. Note that
delivery is a method of perfecting a security
interest in a certificated security. See Sec-
tion 9-313(a), (e). 

* * *
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8-302. Rights of Purchaser.
(a) Except as otherwise provided in subsections (b) and (c), a purchaser upon

delivery of a certificated or uncertificated security to a purchaser, the purchaser
acquires all rights in the security that the transferor had or had power to transfer.

(b) A purchaser of a limited interest acquires rights only to the extent of the
interest purchased.

(c) A purchaser of a certificated security who as a previous holder had notice of
an adverse claim does not improve its position by taking from a protected
purchaser.

Official Comment

1. Subsection (a) provides that if a pur-
chaser of a certificated or uncertificated se-
curity	 !..
chaEor in a tranofcr, the purchacor acquires
all rights that the transferor had or had
power to transfer. This statement of the
familiar "shelter" principle is qualified by
the exceptions that a purchaser of a limited
interest acquires only that interest, subsec-
tion (b), and that a person who does not
qualify as a protected purchaser cannot im-
prove its position by taking from a subse-
quent protected purchaser, subsection (c).

2. Although this section provides that a
purchaser acquires a property interest in a
certificated or uncertificated security upon
"delivery,", it does not state that a person
can acquire an interest in a security only by
delivery purchase. Article 8 also is not a
comprehensive codification of all of the law
governing the creation or transfer of inter-
ests in securities by-igebr-sh,ase.* For example,
the grant of a security interest is a transfer
of a property interest, but the formal steps
necessary to effectuate such a transfer are

governed by Article 9, not by Article 8. Un-
der the Article 9 rules, a security interest in
a certificated or uncertificated security can
be created by execution of a security agree-
ment under Section 9-203 and can be per-
fected by filing. A transfer of an Article 9
security interest can be implemented by an
Article 8 delivery, but need not be.

Similarly, Article 8 does not determine
whether a property interest in certificated or
uncertificated security is acquired under oth-
er law, such as the law of gifts, trusts, or
equitable remedies. Nor does Article 8 deal
with transfers by operation of law. For ex-
ample, transfers from decedent to adminis-
trator, from ward to guardian, and from
bankrupt to trustee in bankruptcy are gov-
erned by other law as to both the time they
occur and the substance of the transfer. The
Article 8 rules do, however, determine
whether the issuer is obligated to recognize
the rights that a third party, such as a
transferee, may acquire under other law. See
Sections 8-207, 8-401, and 8-404.

8-502. Assertion of Adverse Claim Against Entitlement Holder.
* * *

Official Comment

* * *

3. The following examples illustrate the
operation of Section 8-502.

* * *

* Amendments in italics approved by the Perma-
nent Editorial Board for Uniform Commercial

Example 4. Debtor holds XYZ Co. shares
in a securities account with Able & Co. As
collateral for a loan from Bank, Debtor
grants Bank a security interest in the se-
curity entitlement to the XYZ Co. shares.

Code January 15, 2000.
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Bank perfects by a method which leaves
Debtor with the ability to dispose of the
shares. See Section 9-115 9-312. In viola-
tion of the security agreement, Debtor
sells the XYZ Co. shares and absconds
with the proceeds. Assume—implausibly-
that Bank is able to trace the XYZ Co.
shares and show that the "same shares"
ended up in Buyer's securities account
with Baker & Co. Section 8-502 precludes
any action by Bank against Buyer, wheth-
er framed in constructive trust or other
theory, provided that Buyer acquired the
security entitlement for value and without
notice of adverse claims.

* * *

Example 6. Debtor grants Alpha Co. a
security interest in a security entitlement
that includes 1000 shares of XYZ Co. stock
that Debtor holds through an account
with Able & Co. Alpha also has an account 
with Able. Debtor instructs Able to trans-
fer the shares to Alpha, and Able does so
by crediting the shares to Alpha's account. 
Alpha has control of the 1000 shares un-
der Section 8-106(d). (The facts to this

point are identical to those in Section 8-
106, Comment 4, Example 1, except that
Alpha Co. was Alpha Bank.) Alpha next
grants Beta Co. a security interest in the 
1000 shares included in Alpha's security
entitlement. See Section 9-207(c)(3). Al-
pha instructs Able to transfer the shares 
to Gamma Co., Beta's custodian. Able does 
so, and Gamma credits the 1000 shares to
Beta's account. Beta now has control un-
der Section 8-106(d). By virtue of Debtor's
explicit permission or by virtue of the per-
mission inherent in Debtor's creation of a
security interest in favor of Alpha and 
Alpha's resulting power to grant a security 
interest under Section 9-207, Debtor has
no adverse claim to assert against Beta, 
assuming implausibly that Debtor could
"trace" an interest to the Gamma ac-
count. Moreover, even if Debtor did hold 
an adverse claim, if Beta did not have
notice of Debtor's claim, Section 8-502 
will preclude any action by Debtor against
Beta, whether framed in constructive trust
or other theory.

* * *

8-510. Rights of Purchaser of Security Entitlement From Entitle-
ment Holder.

(a) AR In a case not covered by the priority rules in Article 9 or the rules
stated in subsection (c), an action based on an adverse claim to a financial asset or
security entitlement, whether framed in conversion, replevin, constructive trust,
equitable lien, or other theory, may not be asserted against a person who purchases
a security entitlement, or an interest therein, from an entitlement holder if the
purchaser gives value, does not have notice of the adverse claim, and obtains
control.

(b) If an adverse claim could not have been asserted against an entitlement
holder under Section 8-502, the adverse claim cannot be asserted against a person
who purchases a security entitlement, or an interest therein, from the entitlement
holder.

(c) In a case not covered by the priority rules in Article 9, a purchaser for
value of a security entitlement, or an interest therein, who obtains control has
priority over a purchaser of a security entitlement, or an interest therein, who does
not obtain control. Purchacorc Except as otherwise provided in subsection (d), 
purchasers who have control rank oqually, oxcopt that a according to priority in
time of: 

(1) the purchaser's becoming the person for whom the securities account, in 
which the security entitlement is carried, is maintained, if the purchaser 
obtained control under Section 8-106(d)(1); 
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(2) the securities intermediary's agreement to comply with the purchaser's
entitlement orders with respect to security entitlements carried or to be 
carried in the securities account in which the security entitlement is 
carried, if the purchaser obtained control under Section 8-106(d)(2); or

(3) if the purchaser obtained control through another person under Section 8-
106(d)(3), the time on which priority would be based under this subsection
if the other person were the secured party. 

(d) A securities intermediary as purchaser has priority over a conflicting
purchaser who has control unless otherwise agreed by the securities intermediary.

Official Comment

* * *

4. Subsection (c) specifies a priority rule
for cases where an entitlement holder trans-
fers conflicting interests in the same security
entitlement to different purchasers. It fol-
lows the same principle as the Article 9
priority rule for investment property, that is,
control trumps non-control. Indeed, the most
significant category of conflicting "purchas-
ers" may be secured parties. Priority ques-
tions for security interests, however, are
governed by the rules in Article 9. Subsec-
tion (c) applies only to cases not covered by
the Article 9 rules. It is intended primarily
for disputes over conflicting claims arising
out of repurchase agreement transactions
that are not covered by the other rules set
out in Articles 8 and 9.

The following example illustrates subsec-
tion (c):

Example 4. Dealer holds securities
through an account at Alpha Bank. Alpha
Bank in turns holds through a clearing
corporation account. Dealer transfers se-
curities to RP1 in a "hold in custody" repo
transaction. Dealer then transfers the
same securities to RP2 in another repo
transaction. The repo to RP2 is imple-
mented by transferring the securities from
Dealer's regular account at Alpha Bank to
a special account maintained by Alpha
Bank for Dealer and RP2. The agreement
among Dealer, RP2, and Alpha Bank pro-
vides that Dealer can make substitutions
for the securities but RP2 can direct Alpha
Bank to sell any securities held in the
special account. Dealer becomes insolvent.
RP1 claims a prior interest in the securi-
ties transferred to RP2.

In this example Dealer remained the enti-
tlement holder but agreed that RP2 could
initiate entitlement orders to Dealer's secu-
rity intermediary, Alpha Bank. If RP2 had
become the entitlement holder, the adverse
claim rule of Section 8-502 would apply.
Even if RP2 does not become the entitle-
ment holder, the arrangement among Deal-
er, Alpha Bank, and RP2 does suffice to give
RP2 control. Thus, under Section 8-510(c),
RP2 has priority over RP1, because RP2 is a
purchaser who obtained control, and RP1 is
a purchaser who did not obtain control. The
same result could be reached under Section
8-510(a) which provides that RP1's earlier
in time interest cannot be asserted as an
adverse claim against RP2. The same result
would follow under the Article 9 priority
rules if the interests of RP1 and RP2 are
characterized as "security interests," see
Section 9 115(5)(a) 9-328(1). The main
point of the rules of Section 8-510(c) is to
ensure that there will be clear rules to cover
the conflicting claims of RP1 and RP2 with-
out characterizing their interests as Article 9
security interests.

The priority rules in Article 9 for conflict-
ing security interests also include a default
temporal priority rule of--pPo-sata-treatmest
for cases where multiple secured parties
have obtained control but omitted to specify
their respective rights by agreement. See
Section 9 115(5)(14 9-328(2) and Comment
6 5 to Section 9445 9-328. Because the
purchaser priority rule in Section 8-510(c) is
intended to track the Article 9 priority rules,
it too has a pre-rata temporal priority rule
for cases where multiple non-secured party
purchasers have obtained control but omit-
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ted to specify their respective rights by
agreement. The rule is patterned on Section
9-328(2). 

5. If a securities intermediary itself is a
purchaser, subsection (d) provides that it has
priority over the interest of another purchas-
er who has control. Article 9 contains a
similar rule. See Section 9-328(3). 

APPENDIX II

MODEL PROVISIONS FOR PRODUCTION-
MONEY PRIORITY

Legislative Note: States that enact these model provisions should add the following
definitions to Section 9-102(a) following the definition of "proceeds" and preceding
the definition of "promissory note", renumbering paragraphs in 9-102(a) according-
ly..

( ) "Production-money crops" means crops that secure a production-money
obligation incurred with respect to the production of those crops.

( ) "Production-money obligation" means an obligation of an obligor incurred
for new value given to enable the debtor to produce crops if the value is in fact used
for the production of the crops.

( ) "Production of crops" includes tilling and otherwise preparing land for
growing, planting, cultivating, fertilizing, irrigating, harvesting, and gathering -
crops, and protecting them from damage or disease.

[MODEL SECTION [9-103A]. "PRODUCTION-MONEY CROPS";
"PRODUCTION-MONEY OBLIGATION"; PRODUCTION-MONEY

SECURITY INTEREST; BURDEN OF ESTABLISHING.
(a) A security interest in crops is a production-money security interest to the

extent that the crops are production-money crops.
(b) If the extent to which a security interest is a production-money security

interest depends on the application of a payment to a particular obligation, the
payment must be applied:

(1) in accordance with any reasonable method of application to which the
parties agree;

(2) in the absence of the parties' agreement to a reasonable method, in
accordance with any intention of the obligor manifested at or before the
time of payment; or

(3) in the absence of an agreement to a reasonable method and a timely
manifestation of the obligor's intention, in the following order:
(A) to obligations that are not secured; and
(B) if more than one obligation is secured, to obligations secured by

production-money security interests in the order in which those obli-
gations were incurred.

(c) A production-money security interest does not lose its status as such, even
if:

(1) the production-money crops also secure an obligation that is not a produc-
tion-money obligation;
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(2) collateral that is not production-money crops also secures the production-
money obligation; or

(3) the production-money obligation has been renewed, refinanced, or restruc-
tured.

(d) A secured party claiming a production-money security interest has the
burden of establishing the extent to which the security interest is a production-
money security interest.
Legislative Note: This section is optional. States that enact this section should place
it between Sections 9-103 and 9-104 and number it accordingly, e.g., as Section 9-
103A or 9-103.1.

Official Comment

1. Source. New.
2. Production-Money Priority; "Pro-

duction-Money Security Interest." This
section is patterned closely on Section 9-103,
which defines "purchase-money security in-
terest." Subsection (b) makes clear that a
security interest can obtain production-mon-

ey status only to the extent that it secures
value that actually can be traced to the
direct production of crops. To the extent
that a security interest secures indirect costs
of production, such as general living ex-
penses, the security interest is not entitled
to production-money treatment.

[MODEL SECTION [9-324A]. PRIORITY OF PRODUCTION-MONEY
SECURITY INTERESTS AND AGRICULTURAL LIENS.

(a) Except as otherwise provided in subsections (c), (d), and (e), if the require-
ments of subsection (b) are satisfied, a perfected production-money security inter-
est in production-money crops has priority over a conflicting security interest in
the same crops and, except as otherwise provided in Section 9-327, also has priority
in their identifiable proceeds.

(b) A production-money security interest has priority under subsection (a) if:
(1) the production-money security interest is perfected by filing when the

production-money secured party first gives new value to enable the debtor
to produce the crops;

(2) the production-money secured party sends an authenticated notification to
the holder of the conflicting security interest not less than 10 or more than
30 days before the production-money secured party first gives new value to
enable the debtor to produce the crops if the holder had filed a financing
statement covering the crops before the date of the filing made by the
production-money secured party; and

(3) the notification states that the production-money secured party has or
expects to acquire a production-money security interest in the debtor's
crops and provides a description of the crops.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (d) or (e), if more than one
security interest qualifies for priority in the same collateral under subsection (a),
the security interests rank according to priority in time of filing under Section 9-
322(a).

(d) To the extent that a person holding a perfected security interest in
production-money crops that are the subject of a production-money security inter-
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